
 
 
 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. PS10018 
 

THE SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF JANITORIAL AND CLEANING SUPPLIES  
 
 

Proposals will be received in the City of Vancouver’s (“City’s”) Purchasing 
Services Office, 3rd Floor, Suite #320, East Tower, 555 West 12th Avenue, 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, V5Z 3X7 prior to the Closing Time: 3:00:00 
P.M., Vancouver Time (as defined in Note 2 below), Tuesday, August 17, 2010 and 
publicly opened and registered at 11:00:00 A.M. Wednesday, August 18, 2010. 

NOTES: 

1. Proposals are to be submitted in sealed envelopes or packages marked with the 
Proponent’s Name, the RFP Title and Number. 

2. Closing Time and Vancouver Time will be conclusively deemed to be the time 
shown on the clock used by the City’s Purchasing Services Office for this 
purpose. 

3. The City’s Purchasing Services Office is open on Business Days from 8:30 am to 
4:30 pm Vancouver Time and closed Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. 

4. DO NOT SUBMIT BY FAX OR E-MAIL. 

All queries related to this RFP shall be submitted 

in writing to the attention of: 

Harinder Kainth 

 Contracting Specialist 

FAX: 604.873.7057 E-MAIL: purchasing@vancouver.ca 

 

 

mailto:purchasing@vancouver.ca
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1.0 Overview 

1.1 This Request for Proposal (“RFP”) identifies a business opportunity for the 
successful Proponent(s) to supply and deliver janitorial and cleaning supplies.  
The City of Vancouver (“City”) is requesting proposals from interested firms 
that can supply and deliver the following which includes but not limited to 
janitorial chemicals, cleaning supplies, sanitary paper, plastic bags and related 
cleaner’s hardware (“Products”) in accordance with the Requirements (the 
“Requirements” as described in Schedule A – Requirements), as set out herein 
in Schedule A. 

 
1.2 The purpose of this RFP is to assist the City in selecting a Proponent(s) with the 

product mix and service capability to efficiently and cost-effectively supply 
quality Products  as per the requirements set out herein. The Requirements 
stated within this RFP are as envisioned by the City at the time of writing, but 
may change or be refined in the course of the evaluation and negotiation 
process. 

 
1.3 The City will consider Proposals that meet either all or part of the 

Requirements.   The successful Proponent will be the Proponent who offers the 
best value, which will be assessed as a combination of experience, pricing, 
scope, duration and level of services offered, proposed innovative design, 
operations, maintenance enhancements, environmental and social 
performance.  

1.4 This RFP aims to reduce toxins and hazardous materials in janitorial and 
cleaning supplies used by the City in order to reduce air and water pollution 
and to protect human health and safety in the workplace.  The City also aims 
to reduce the overall waste that results from the City’s operations by ensuring 
product packaging is minimized and is reusable or recyclable. 

1.5 Beyond product design, the City is also seeking to do business with Proponents 
who demonstrate sustainability leadership.  As such, this RFP will identify 
Proponents who are proactively managing the environmental and social impacts 
of their operations.  This includes upholding human rights within the supply 
chain, including manufacturing facilities and factories. 

2.0 Background 

 
2.1  The City of Vancouver 

 
The City, with a population of approximately 560,000 lies in a region of more 
than two (2) million people.  Vancouver is the largest City in the province of 
British Columbia and the third largest in Canada.  As the main western terminus 
of Canada’s transcontinental highway and rail routes, as well as home to the 
Port of Vancouver, Vancouver is the primary City of western Canada, one of the 
nation’s largest industrial centres and is consistently rated as one of the most 
livable cities in the world. 
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 2.2 The City’s has outlined representative volumes for janitorial chemicals, 
cleaning supplies, plastic bags, sanitary paper products, and cleaner’s 
hardware, as listed in Schedule B – Pricing, within the various City facilities, 
which consist of but not limited to Building Services, Vancouver Fire and 
Rescue Services (“VFRS”), Engineering Equipment Stores which includes 
National Yards and Burns Bog Garage Stores, Central Stores, Kent Yard, 
Vancouver Park Board (“VPB”), Vancouver Public Library (“VPL”) and Comfort 
Station One (1) and Two (2) as listed in Appendix 4 – Delivery Locations.   The 
City has consolidated the variety of products within the commodity groups 
included within this RFP.  

 
2.3 The City’s Procurement Policy and related Supplier Code of Conduct aligns the 

City’s overall approach to procurement with its corporate social, environmental 
and economic sustainability values and goals.  It establishes a commitment to 
maximize benefits to the environment through product and service selection, 
to ensure safe and healthy workplaces, where human and civil rights are 
respected, and to support an environmentally sustainable local economy, 
whenever possible. 
 

3.0 Objectives  
 

3.1 The purpose of this RFP is to select a Proponent(s) with the capability and 
experience to efficiently and cost-effectively supply the RFP Requirements as 
set out in Schedule A – Requirements.   The Requirements stated in this RFP are 
as envisioned by the City at the time of writing, but may change or be refined 
in the course of the evaluation and award process. 

 
3.1 Through the consolidation and streamlined acquisition process for the Products 

named herein, ideally, this Contract will enable the City to realize:  
 

•    a reduction of inventory investment within the respective facilities; 
•    virtual elimination or major reduction of back-orders;   
•    receipt of quality Products at maximum value; 
•    timely deliveries at lowest cost to the City and to the Contractor;  
•    firm pricing for Products; 
•    accurate history of Product utilization and expenditures;  
•    lower acquisition costs through transactional reduction processes;  
•    the social and ethical standards outlined in the City’s Procurement Policy;  
      and 
•    a strong co-operative and proactive relationship with the Contractor. 

 
4.0 Requirements 
 

4.1 A sample of the City’s Form of Agreement outlining the City’s contractual 
requirements for payment, insurance, WorkSafeBC coverage and compliance, 
change orders and all other relevant business issues and risk allocations is 
attached as Appendix 1.  Proponents are requested to review and confirm as 
part of their proposal that they are agreeable to and can meet the 
requirements of all of the terms of the sample form of Agreement or if they 
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consider any part of the sample Form of Agreement to be inconsistent with 
their proposal, to suggest alternative contractual language in Schedule C – 
Deviations and Variations. 
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NOTE: The definitions set out in Attachment A – Legal Terms and Conditions of the 
Proposal Form (Part C) apply throughout this RFP, including this Part B of this RFP, except 
where otherwise expressly stipulated or the context otherwise requires. 

1.0 Administrative Requirements  

1.1 It is the sole responsibility of all Proponents to check the City’s website at: 
http://www.vancouver.ca/fs/bid/bidopp/openbid.htm regularly for 
amendments, addenda, and questions and answers to this RFP. 

1.2 Proponents are to submit their Proposal in accordance with instructions 
identified on the cover page and as provided within this Part B.  

2.0 Conduct of RFP – Inquiries and Clarifications 

2.1 The City’s Director of Supply Management will have conduct of this RFP, and all 
communications are to be directed only to the contact person named on the 
cover page.  

2.2 It is the responsibility of all Proponents to thoroughly examine these documents 
and satisfy themselves as to the full requirements of this RFP. Inquiries are to 
be in written form only e-mailed to purchasing@vancouver.ca or faxed to 
604.873.7057 to the attention of the contact person shown on the cover page 
no less than five (5) Business Days prior to the Closing Time. If required, an 
addendum will be issued and posted on the City’s website.  

3.0 Contract Requirements  - Form of Agreement 

3.1 The term of the Contract shall be for a three (3) year period with the option to 
renew for two (2) additional one (1) year periods to a maximum of five (5) 
years.  The option to extend the Contract is subject to agreement between the 
Contractor and the City.  Where the City and Contractor continue to deal with 
each other following the expiry of the Term, without any additional or other 
written agreement in respect thereof, the Contract will be deemed to be 
renewed on a month to month basis on the same terms and conditions as 
before the expiry of the Term and may be cancelled without cause by either 
party on thirty (30) days’ prior written notice to the other. 

3.2 Where the head office of the successful Proponent is located within the City of 
Vancouver and/or where the successful Proponent is required to perform any 
work at a site located within the City of Vancouver, the successful Proponent is 
required to have a valid City of Vancouver business license prior to Contract 
execution. 

3.3 The successful Proponent will be requested to enter into a Contract 
substantially in accordance with the sample form of agreement provided as 
Appendix 1. If any of the terms set out in the sample agreement are 
unacceptable to the Proponent, the Proponent should identify such terms and 
provide suggested alternatives in its Proposal Form (Schedule C – Deviations 
and Variations). 

http://www.vancouver.ca/fs/bid/bidopp/openbid.htm
mailto:purchasing@vancouver.ca
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3.4 While the City is not obligated to accept any alternatives, deviations or 
variations to the sample Form of Agreement, all suggested alternatives will be 
considered during the evaluation process, but may or may not be acceptable to 
the City. 

4.0 Pricing 

4.1 Prices quoted are to be exclusive of HST, except where expressly requested. 

4.2 Pricing shall be fixed for the full term of the Contract. Prices may be adjusted 
by mutual agreement by both the Contractor and the City, subject to 
documented proof which can be verified with an independent published source 
or mutually acceptable market index as related to the Product(s). 

4.3 Prices are to be quoted F.O.B. Destination, including freight, unloading at 
destination, import duties, brokerage, royalties, handling, overhead, profit and 
all other costs included. 

4.4 Prices are to be quoted in Canadian currency.  

5.0 Consortium Proposals 

5.1 The City will consider a proposal from two (2) or more persons or companies 
having no formal corporate links who wish to form a joint venture or 
consortium solely for the purpose of submitting a proposal in response to this 
RFP, provided they disclose the names of all members of the joint venture or 
consortium and all members sign the Proposal Form. While the City will 
consider such a consortium proposal, the City has a strong preference for 
proposals submitted by a single firm who would act as a prime contractor and 
then supplies any required specialist expertise via sub-contractors or sub-
consultants, as the case may be. 

5.2 A single person or company is to be identified as the Key Contact Person on the 
Proposal Form (Part C), and be prepared to represent the consortium to the 
City. The Key Contact Person will serve as the primary contact and take overall 
responsibility for all communications with the City during the proposal 
submission, evaluation, and any negotiation process.  

5.3 Consortium proposals are to include proposed contract language describing 
each consortium member’s roles and responsibilities and the proposed legal 
contract structure. 

5.4 The City reserves the right to accept or reject any consortium as proposed or 
choose to negotiate a contract with individual consortium members separately, 
or to negotiate for the selection of one consortium member as a prime 
contractor with the other members acting as Sub-contractors or Sub-
consultants. Each component of the consortium proposal should be priced out 
individually.  
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6.0 Submission of Proposal 

6.1 Proponents are to submit eight (8) hard copies of their Proposal in three-ring 
binders, with each section tabbed and including all accompanying schedules, 
appendices and addenda in each binder. Proponents should also submit one (1) 
electronic copy of their proposal in the same format described above on CD. All 
copies are to be submitted in a sealed envelope or package marked with the 
Proponent’s name, the RFP title and number, prior to the Closing Time set out 
on the date and at the location shown on the title page of this RFP.  
Proponents should submit as part of their Proposal package, their complete 
response to Schedule B – Pricing in a separate envelope clearly marked as 
“Pricing Details”, and only one (1) copy of the pricing information is required. 

6.2 Only the English language may be used in responding to this RFP.  

6.3 Proposals received after the Closing Time or in locations other than the address 
indicated, may or may not be accepted and may or may not be returned. 

6.4 Amendments to a Proposal are to be submitted in writing in a sealed envelope 
or package, marked with the Proponent’s name and the RFP title and number. 

6.5 Proposals may be withdrawn at any time before or after the Closing Time and 
are to be withdrawn by written notice delivered to the office of the Purchasing 
Office, #320-555 West 12th Ave., East Tower, Vancouver, V5Z 3X7 and signed by 
the authorized signatory for the Proponent.  

6.6 All costs associated with the preparation and submission of the Proposal, 
including any costs incurred by the Proponent after the Closing Time, will be 
borne solely by the Proponent. 

7.0 Format of Proposal 

7.1 Unnecessarily elaborate Proposals, beyond that sufficient to present a 
complete and effective response, are not required and unless specifically 
requested, the inclusion of corporate brochures and narratives are discouraged.  

7.2 Proponents should complete all forms included in this RFP, attaching any 
additional appendices that may be required. Proposals are to be arranged as 
follows: 

a) Title Page:  The title page will show the RFP title and number,  
Closing Time and Date, Proponent name, address, 
telephone number and the name and title of the 
contact person. 

 
  b) Table of Content: Page numbers should be indicated. 
 

c) Executive Summary: A short summary of the key features of the  
Proposal demonstrating  that the Proponent 
understands the scope of the Requirements. 
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d) Proposal Form: The Proponent is to complete the Proposal Form  
and attached Attachment A – Legal Terms and 
Conditions included in this RFP in accordance with 
the instructions. 

 
  e) Required  The Proponent is to attach any required document 

Documents: described in Part 1, Section 1.0 – Required 
Documents of the Proposal Form. 

 
f) Schedules:  The Proponent is to complete and provide the  

information within the respective schedules 
included in this RFP.  If additional space is 
required to respond to the requirements as 
outlined, then additional pages can be attached. 

 
g) Added Value:  Proponents may submit Added Value services  

above and beyond the scope of work and are to 
identify same as additional appendices within 
their Proposal. 

 
 
8.0 Bid and Performance Security 

8.1 Since no irrevocable offer is required under this RFP, no bid security is 
required. 

9.0 Conflict of Interest 

9.1 Proponent’s are to ensure that: 

a) any and all conflicts or potential conflicts; and 

b) any and all collusion, or appearance of collusion. 

9.2 Failure to disclose this information may result in the rejection of the Proposal, 
the associated entity’s Proposal, and/or the immediate cancellation of any 
contract should one be awarded in reliance on the information contained in the 
submitted Proposal. 

9.3 If any director, officer, employee, agent or other representative of a 
Proponent makes any representation or solicitation to any officer, employee, 
agent or elected official of the City with respect to its Proposal, whether 
before or after the submission of the Proposal, the City will automatically 
disqualify such Proponent.  

10.0 Opening of Proposals 

10.1 The City reserves the right to open all Proposals in a manner and at the time 
and place determined by the City.  
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11.0 Evaluation of Proposals 

11.1 Proposals will be evaluated by representatives of the City on the basis of the 
overall best value to the City, based on quality, service, price, social, 
economic and environmental sustainability and any other relevant criteria set 
out herein including, but not limited to: 

a) the Proponent’s ability to meet the Requirements and the cost 
/expense for same; 

b) proven experience in delivering a similar scope of work; 

c) the Proponent’s ability to deliver the Requirements when and where 
required; 

d) compliance with the City’s insurance requirements; 

e) the Proponent's business and technical reputation and capabilities; 
experience and where applicable, the experience of its personnel, 
financial stability, track record, and references of current and former 
customers;  

f) the Proponent’s financial offer including but not limited to prices, 
support, operating and maintenance charges, warranty length and any 
life cycle considerations; 

g) Proponent’s compliance with the Supplier Code of Conduct; 

h) Proponent’s leadership in sustainability (as determined by the Vendor 
Leadership Assessment Questionnaire); 

i) the Product quality, configuration and whether the Products meet 
current industry standards and its comparative standing with competing 
products;  

j) scope and ease of implementing the new products into City buildings; 

k) proposed streamlined ordering process; 

l) proposed training process; 

m) proposed innovative payment procedures or systems; 

n) environmental issues considered by the Proponent; 

o) quality of Proposal, including any innovative concepts; and 

p) any other criteria set out in the RFP or otherwise reasonably considered 
relevant. 

11.2 The City may elect to short list Proponents in stages as deemed necessary.  
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11.3 Short-listed Proponents may be asked to provide additional information or 
details for clarification, which may include attending interviews, making a 
presentation, supplying sample drawings, performing demonstrations, and/or 
furnishing additional technical data. 

11.4 Samples of items, when required, should be submitted within the time 
specified and must be supplied at no expense to the City. If Products not fully 
consumed, they will be returned at the Proponent’s request and expense.  

11.5 Prior to approval of a Proposal, the City must be satisfied as to the Proponent’s 
financial stability. Proponents may be asked to provide annual financial reports 
or a set of financial statements prepared by an accountant and covering the 
Proponent’s last two (2) fiscal years. 

11.6 The City may request than any or all Sub-Contractors of the Proponent undergo 
the same evaluation process. 

12.0 Proposal Approval 

12.1 Proposal approval is contingent on funds being approved and the Proposal being 
approved by appropriate parties. Only then may the successful Proponent(s) 
and the City proceed to settle, draft and sign the necessary legal agreement. 

12.2 Proponents should note that City Council must approve all Goods and Services 
where the Contract Price exceeds two million dollars ($2,000,000). 

12.3 The City will notify the successful Proponent in writing that its Proposal has 
been approved in principle and invite the Proponent to proceed with 
discussions to settle, draft and sign a legal agreement. 

12.4 The City is not under any obligation to approve any Proposal and may elect to 
terminate this RFP at any time. 

12.5 Notwithstanding any other provision in the RFP documents, the City has in its 
sole discretion, the unfettered right to: 

a) accept any proposal; 

b) reject any proposal; 

c) reject all proposals; 

d) accept a proposal which is not the lowest Proposal; 

e) accept a proposal that deviates from the Requirements, Specifications 
or the conditions specified in this RFP; 

f) reject a proposal even if it is the only proposal received by the City; 

g) accept all or any part of a proposal; and 
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h) split the Requirements between one or more Proposals. 

13.0 Quantities  

13.1 The quantities stated in the RFP are only the City’s best estimates of the 
Requirements and the Proponents should not consider such estimates to be 
fixed quantities.  Actual quantities will likely vary, but the Proponent’s unit 
prices will remain fixed regardless of the actual variances in quantities actually 
required by the City. 

 
14.0 Brand Names 

14.1 Unless otherwise stated, if, and wherever, the Specifications state a brand 
name, a make, the name of manufacturer, a trade name or a vendor catalogue 
number, it is for the purpose of establishing a grade or quality of material only.  
It is not intended to rule out the use of other equivalent materials or 
equipment.  If, however, Products other than that specified is proposed in any 
RFP, the Proposal must explicitly include the name of such Products, its 
manufacturer, any trade name and any applicable vendor catalogue number, 
and the City may request that the Proponent provide specific evidence of 
equivalency.  Evidence of quality in the form of samples may be requested. 

15.0 Alternate Solutions 

15.1 If in addition to proposing goods and services which meet the Requirements, 
the Proponent wishes to offer an alternative, the alternative solution is to be 
submitted separately as an appendix within the Proposal.  

16.0 Sustainability  

16.1 The City’s Procurement Policy and related Supplier Code of Conduct aligns the 
City’s overall approach to procurement with its corporate social, environmental 
and economic sustainability values and goals.  It establishes a commitment to 
maximize benefits to the environment through product and service selection, 
to ensure safe and healthy workplaces, where human and civil rights are 
respected, and to support an environmentally sustainable local economy, 
whenever possible.  Refer to Appendix 1 – Form of Agreement Section 22.2. 

16.2  Proponents are to provide environmentally sensitive products or services 
wherever possible. Where there is a requirement that the Proponent supplies 
materials, and where such materials may cause adverse effects, the Proponent 
is to indicate the nature of the hazard in its Proposal. The Proponent is to 
advise the City of any known alternatives or substitutes for such materials that 
would mitigate the effects of any adverse conditions on the environment. 

17.0 Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

17.1 Proponents should note that the City of Vancouver is subject to the Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (British Columbia), which imposes 
significant obligations on the City’s Consultants or Contractors to protect all 
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personal information acquired from the City in the course of providing any 
service to the City.  

18.0 Confidentiality 

18.1 Proponents should note that upon submitting their Proposal Form, they will be 
legally bound to certain confidentiality obligations not to disclose any City 
information without the City’s prior written consent. 

18.2 This RFP is the property of the City. Copies may not be made or distributed 
without the prior written approval of the City’s Director of Supply 
Management. 

19.0 Advertising 

19.1 The approval of any Proposal and the signing of an Agreement does not allow a 
Proponent to advertise its relationship with the City, nor with the 2010 
Olympics, in any way without the City’s prior written authorization. 

20.0 Non-Resident Withholding Tax 

20.1 Please note that the Income Tax Act (Canada) requires that payments to non-
residents for any services performed in Canada are subject to a Non-resident 
Withholding Tax of a specified percentage (depending on residency of the 
contractor). Exemption from this withholding tax is available in some 
circumstances, but the non-resident must apply directly to the Canada Revenue 
Agency (“CRA”) at least thirty (30) days before commencing the service. 

21.0 Legal Terms and Conditions 

21.1 No part of Part A – Introduction, this Part B – Instructions to Proponents, nor 
Part C – Special Conditions will be legally binding on the City or proponent(s). 
All legal terms and conditions of the process contemplated by this RFP are 
contained in Part C - Proposal Form, including without limitation, Attachment A 
– Legal Terms and Conditions to the Proposal Form. 
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Proponent’s Name:   

 “Proponent” 

Mailing Address:  

  

Cheque Payable/Remit to Address:  

  

  

Telephone No.:  Fax No.:   

Key Contact Person:  E-mail:  

HST Registration No.:  Incorporation Date:  

City of Vancouver Business License Number:    
(If your office is located in Vancouver or N/A if not applicable) 

WorkSafeBC Account Number:   

Dunn and Bradstreet Number:   
( or N/A if not applicable) 
 

Attach additional pages immediately behind this page for Sub-contractors, if applicable. 

To the City of Vancouver Supply Management Department, 

The Proponent, having carefully examined and read the RFP, including the sample Form 
of Agreement and its Appendices (if any), now submits the following Proposal: 

1.0 Required Documents 

If the documents listed below do not accompany the Proposal at the time of opening, 
the Proposal may or may not be put aside and given no further consideration. 

Description Required Received 

Certificate of Existing Insurance – 
Appendix 2 Yes  

 
Declaration of Supplier Code of Conduct 
Compliance – Appendix 6 

Yes  

Assessment of Vendor Sustainability 
Leadership Questionnaire – Appendix 5 Yes  
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To be initialled at Proposal Opening: 

 

_________________________________________    ___________________________ 
Director, Supply Management or designate  Witness 
 
 
2.0 Proponent’s Declaration and Acknowledgment 

The undersigned Proponent confirms that it has read and agreed to the Legal Terms 
and Conditions attached as Attachment A and agrees to be bound by the same. 

 
 
IN WITNESS TO THE ABOVE, the Proponent has executed this Proposal Form and submits same 
with the attached Schedules: 
 
 
 
 
    
 Authorized Signatory for the Proponent    Date 
 
 
 
 
       

Name and Title (please print) 
 
 
 

 

 
       

Name and Title (please print) 
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1.0 LEGAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROPOSAL PROCESS 

1.1 Application of These Terms and Conditions 

These legal terms and conditions set out the City’s and Proponent’s/Sub-
contractors’ legal rights and obligations only with respect to the proposal 
process. In no event will the legal terms and conditions of this Attachment A 
apply to the Contract formed between the City and the Contractor following 
the signing of the Contract (if any). 

1.2 Definitions 

In this Attachment A, the following terms have the following meanings: 

a) “Best Value” combines and balances, financial, social and 
environmental factors in the awarding of Contracts at the City.  The 
specific criteria considered and how they are weighted will vary 
depending on the goods or services being procured. 

b) “City” means the City of Vancouver, a municipal corporation continued 
pursuant to the Vancouver Charter.  

c) “Contract” means any legal agreement, if any, entered into between 
the City and the successful proponent following the conclusion of the 
RFP process, approval of the Contract by City Council, and the 
settlement, execution and delivery of same by each party to the 
Contract.  

d) “Losses” means in respect of any matter all 

(i) direct or indirect, as well as 
(ii) consequential,  

 claims, demands, proceedings, losses, damages, liabilities, deficiencies, 
costs and expenses (including without limitation all legal and other 
professional fees and disbursements, interest, penalties and amounts 
paid in settlement whether from a third person or otherwise).  

e) “Project” means the RFP PS10018 – The Supply and Delivery of 
Janitorial and Cleaning Supplies. 

f) “Proponent” means the legal entity(ies) who has (have) signed and 
delivered this Proposal Form, and “proponent” means any proponent 
responding to the Instructions to Proponents, excluding or including the 
Proponent, depending on the context. 

g) “Proposal” means the package of documents consisting of this Proposal 
Form, as well as all Schedules, once completed and submitted to the 
City by the Proponent, and “proposal” means any proposal submitted by 
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any other proponent, excluding or including the Proponent, depending 
on the context. 

h) “RFP” means the documents issued by the City as Request for Proposal 
No. PS10018, including all addenda. 

i) “Sub-contractors” includes any or all third parties listed in Schedule D 
of this Proposal Form. 

j) “Supplier Code of Conduct” means minimum performance standards 
that all Suppliers must meet with respect to basic environmental 
practices, human rights and labour practices.  It will ensure workers 
who make or deliver City products and services are treated fairly 
according to local or internationally accepted standards.  Suppliers will 
be required to sign-off on the Supplier Code of Conduct prior to 
commencing business with the City. 

k) “Sustainability” means forms of progress that meet the social, 
environmental and economic needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. 

All other terms (capitalized or not) have the meanings given to them in the 
RFP. 

 
2.0 GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROPOSAL PROCESS 

2.1 No Legal Obligation Assumed by City 

Despite any other term of this Proposal Form (except only (where applicable) 
Section 4.3 – Limitation, Section 4.4 – Dispute Resolution, Section 5.2 – 
Proponent’s Submission Confidential, and Section 5.5 – Declaration of 
Confidentiality), the City assumes no legal duty or obligation in respect of this 
RFP or unless and until the City enters into a Contract. This RFP process is at 
all times contingent on funds being approved by the Vancouver City Council and 
a Contract being signed by the City. 

2.2 Legal Rights and Obligations Suspended 

Despite any other term of this Proposal Form (except only (where applicable) 
Section 5.2 - Proponent’s Submission Confidential, and Section 5.5 - 
Declaration of Confidentiality), the City and Proponent agree that all of their 
respective rights and obligations at law and in equity, in contract and in tort, 
in all matters relating to the RFP and this Proposal will be absolutely and 
unconditionally subject to Section 4.0 – Protection of City Against Lawsuits, and 
the following: 

a) No Duty 

The City has no legally enforceable duty or obligation to the Proponent 
unless and until the City signs a Contract with the Proponent. 
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b) Proponent’s Risk 

The Proponent acknowledges that the City is a public body required by 
law to act in the public interest. Accordingly, in no event does the City 
owe to the Proponent (as opposed to the public): 

(i) a contract or tort law duty of care, fairness, impartiality or 
procedural fairness in the proposal process; or 

(ii) any contract or tort law duty to preserve the integrity of the RFP 
process, 

and the Proponent now waives and releases the City from all such duties 
and expressly assumes the risk of all Losses arising from participating in 
the proposal process on this basis. 

c) Proponent’s Cost 

The Proponent now assumes and agrees to bear all costs and expenses 
incurred by the Proponent in preparing its Proposal and participating in 
the proposal process. 

3.0 EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS 

3.1 Compliance/Non-Compliance 

Any proposal which contains an error, omission or misstatement, which 
contains qualifying conditions, which does not fully address all of the 
requirements or expectations of the RFP, or which otherwise fails to conform 
to the RFP may or may not be rejected by the City at the City’s sole discretion.  

3.2 Reservation of Complete Control over Process 

The City reserves the right to retain complete control over the RFP and 
proposal process at all times until the execution and delivery of a Contract. 
Accordingly, the City is not legally obligated to review, consider or evaluate 
the proposals and need not necessarily review, consider or evaluate the 
proposals in accordance with the procedures set out in this RFP and the City 
reserves the right to continue, interrupt, cease or modify its review, evaluation 
and negotiation process on any or all proposals at any time without further 
explanation or notification to any of the proponents subject only to the express 
legal terms and conditions which bind the City, which terms and conditions are 
expressly limited to those set out in Section 4.3 - Limitation, Section 4.4 - 
Dispute Resolution, Section 5.2 - Proponent’s Submission Confidential, and 
Section 5.5 - Declaration of Confidentiality. 

3.3 Discussions/Negotiations 

The City may, at any time prior to signing a Contract, discuss/negotiate 
changes to the scope of the RFP, or any of the terms or conditions of the RFP 
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with any one or more of the proponents without having any duty or obligation 
to advise the Proponent or to allow the Proponent to vary its Proposal as a 
result of discussions or negotiations with other proponents or changes to the 
RFP, and, without limiting the general scope of Section 4.0 – Protection of City 
Against Lawsuits, and by way of example only, the City will have no liability to 
the Proponent as a result of such discussions, negotiations or changes. 

4.0 PROTECTION OF CITY AGAINST LAWSUITS  

4.1 Release 

Except only and to the extent that the City is in breach of Section 5.2 - 
Proponent’s Submission Confidential, or Section 5.5 - Declaration of 
Confidentiality, the Proponent now releases the City from all liability for any 
Losses in respect of: 

a) any alleged (or judicially imposed) breach by the City of the RFP (it 
being acknowledged and agreed that to the best of the parties’ 
knowledge, the City has no obligation or duty under the RFP which it 
could breach (other than wholly unanticipated obligations or duties 
merely alleged or actually imposed judicially)); 

b) any unintentional tort of the City occurring in the course of conducting 
this RFP process; 

c) the Proponent preparing and submitting its Proposal; 

d) the City accepting or rejecting its Proposal or any other submission; 

e) the manner in which the City: 

(i) reviews, considers, evaluates or negotiates any proposal, 

(ii) deals with or fails to deal with any proposal or proposals, or 

(iii) decides to enter into a Contract or not enter into any Contract; 
and 

(f) the proponent(s), if any, with whom the City enters a Contract. 

4.2 Indemnity 

 Except only and to the extent that the City breaches Section 5.2 - Proponent’s 
Submission Confidential or Section 5.5 - Declaration of Confidentiality, the 
Proponent now indemnifies and will protect and save the City harmless from 
and against all Losses, in respect of any claim or threatened claim by the 
Proponent or any of its Sub-contractors or agents alleging or pleading 

a) any alleged (or judicially imposed) breach by the City or its officials or 
employees of the RFP (it being agreed that, to the best of the parties’ 
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knowledge, the City has no obligation or duty under the RFP which it 
could breach (other than wholly unanticipated obligations or duties 
merely alleged or actually imposed judicially)), 

b) any unintentional tort of the City or its officials or employees occurring 
in the course of conducting this RFP process, or 

c) liability on any other basis related to this RFP or the proposal process. 

4.3 Limitation 

In the event that, with respect to anything relating to the RFP or this proposal 
process (except only and to the extent that the City breaches Section 4.3 - 
Limitation, Section 4.4 - Dispute Resolution, Section 5.2 - Proponent’s 
Submission Confidential, or Section 5.5 - Declaration of Confidentiality), the 
City or its officials, officers, agents or employees are found to have breached 
(including fundamentally breached) any duty or obligation of any kind to the 
Proponent or its Sub-contractors or agents whether at law or in equity or in 
contract or in tort, or are found liable to the Proponent or its Sub-contractors 
or agents on any basis or legal principle of any kind, the City’s liability is 
limited to a maximum of $100, despite any other term or agreement to the 
contrary. 

4.4 Dispute Resolution 

Any dispute relating in any manner to this RFP or the proposal process (except 
only and to the extent that the City breaches Section 4.3 - Limitation, Section 
4.4 - Dispute Resolution, Section 5.2 - Proponent’s Submission Confidential, or 
Section 5.5 - Declaration of Confidentiality, and also excepting any disputes 
arising between the City and any proponent with whom the City has entered a 
Contract) will be resolved by arbitration in accordance with the Commercial 
Arbitration Act (British Columbia), amended as follows: 

a) The arbitrator will be selected by the City’s Director of Legal Services. 

b) This Section 4.0 – Protection of City against Lawsuits will: 

(i) bind the City, Proponent and the arbitrator; and 

(ii) survive any and all awards made by the arbitrator. 

c) The Proponent will bear all costs of the arbitration. 

5.0 ACCESS/OWNERSHIP OF PROPOSAL INFORMATION 

5.1 Proposal Documents Remain/Proposal Becomes – City’s Property 
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a) All RFP packages and addenda provided to the Proponent by the City 
remain the property of the City and must be returned to the City upon 
request.  

b) The documentation containing the Proposal, once submitted to the City, 
becomes the property of the City, and the City is under no obligation to 
return the Proposal. 

5.2 Proponent’s Submission Confidential 

Subject to the applicable provisions of the Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act (British Columbia) and the City’s full right to publicly 
disclose any and all aspects of the Proposal in the course of publicly reporting 
to the Vancouver City Council on the proposal results or announcing the results 
of the proposals to the proponent(s), the City will treat all material and 
information expressly submitted by the Proponent (and the City’s evaluation of 
it) in confidence in substantially the same manner as it treats its own 
confidential material and information. 

The Proponent now irrevocably waives all rights it may have by statute, at law 
or in equity, to obtain any records produced or kept by the City in evaluating 
its Proposal (and any other submissions) and now agrees that under no 
circumstances will it make any application to the City for disclosure of any 
records pertaining to the receipt, evaluation or selection of its Proposal (or any 
other submissions) including, without limitation, records relating only to the 
Proponent. 

5.3 All City Data/Information is Confidential 

The Proponent will not divulge or disclose to any third parties any information 
concerning the affairs of the City which may be communicated to the 
Proponent at any time (whether before or after the closing date and time of 
this RFP process). Recognizing the need for confidentiality of the City’s data, 
files and other confidential information, the Proponent will not use, exploit or 
divulge or disclose to third parties any confidential or proprietary information 
of the City of which the Proponent may gain knowledge in connection with or in 
the course of discussions or negotiations with the City. 

All material and information that has or will come into the Proponent’s 
possession or knowledge in connection with this proposal process is confidential 
and may not be disclosed or utilized in any way except in accordance with the 
Instructions to Proponents and this Proposal Form. 

5.4 Disclosure Requires Prior Consent 

The Proponent may not divulge any information respecting the proposal process 
to any third party without the prior written consent of the City, which consent 
may be arbitrarily withheld unless it is information which the City has already 
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made public or has been required to disclose pursuant to the Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (British Columbia). 

5.5 Declaration of Confidentiality 

The Proponent now declares and agrees that, except for the information 
disclosed by the City in the course of publicly reporting to the Vancouver City 
Council or any public proposal opening:  

a) the information supplied by the Proponent in response to the RFP is 
expressly provided in strict confidence; 

b) any records made of the evaluation of this Proposal and all other 
submissions will be the property of, and private to, the City and will not 
be disclosed to the Proponent nor anyone else; 

c) the disclosure of the information in items (a) and (b) above to anyone 
outside of the City’s staff would reveal the Proponent’s trade secrets or 
proprietary commercial information concerning its private business 
affairs; and  

d) the disclosure of the information in items (a) and (b) above, could 
reasonably be expected to harm the Proponent’s competitive position, 
harm the City’s ability to engage in competitive procurement of goods 
and services, and result in undue financial loss to the Proponent and/or 
the City. 

6.0 DECLARATION – NO CONFLICT OF INTEREST / NO COLLUSION 

6.1 Declaration as to no Conflict of Interest in RFP Process 

The Proponent now confirms and warrants that there is no officer, director, 
shareholder, partner or employee or other person related to the Proponent’s or 
Sub-contractor’s organizations (a “person having an interest”) or any spouse, 
business associate, friend or relative of a person having an interest who is: 

a) an elected official or employee of the City; or 

b) related to or has any business or family relationship with any elected 
official or employee of the City, such that there would be any conflict 
of interest or any appearance of conflict of interest in the evaluation or 
consideration of this Proposal by the City,  

except as set out below: 

[The Proponent is conclusively deemed to have declared “none” unless the 
Proponent deletes this note and describes any or all relationships which 
might give rise to a conflict of interest or an appearance of a conflict of 
interest]. 
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6.2 Declaration as to no Conflict of Interest Respecting Proposed Services 

The Proponent now confirms and warrants that neither the Proponent nor its 
proposed Sub-contractors 

a) are currently engaged in providing (or are proposing to provide) the 
supply and delivery of janitorial and cleaning supply services of any kind 
to the Federal Government, Provincial Government, the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District (aka Metro Vancouver), or any member local 
governments of Metro Vancouver, 

b) such that entering into the Form of Agreement pursuant to this RFP 
would create a conflict of interest or the appearance of conflict of 
interest between the Proponent’s duties to the City and the Proponent’s 
or its Sub-Contractors’ duties of loyalty to the organizations noted in (a) 
above, except as set out below: 

[The Proponent is conclusively deemed to have declared “none” unless the 
Proponent deletes this note and describes any or all relationships which 
might give rise to a conflict of interest or an appearance of a conflict of 
interest]. 

6.3 Declaration as to Collusion 

The Proponent now confirms and warrants that: 

a) the Proponent has no affiliation, whether legal or financial, with any 
other entity which is in the business of providing the same type of goods 
or services which are the subject of this RFP; and 

b) the Proponent is not competing within this RFP process with any entity 
which it is legally or financially associated or affiliated, 

except as set out below:  

[The Proponent is conclusively deemed to have declared “none” unless the 
Proponent deletes this note and describes any and all affiliations or 
relationships which might give rise to collusion or an appearance of 
collusion]. 

6.4 Declaration as to Lobbyist Status 

The Proponent now confirms and warrants that neither it nor any officer, 
director, shareholder, partner, or employee of the Proponent or any of its 
proposed Sub-Contractors is registered as a lobbyist under any lobbyist 
legislation in any jurisdiction in Canada or in the United States of America, 
except as set out below: 
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[The Proponent is conclusively deemed to have declared “none” unless the 
Proponent deletes this note and describes any or all lobbyist registrations 
of the type described above] 

7.0 NO PROMOTION OF RELATIONSHIP 

7.1 The successful proponent must not disclose or promote its relationship with the 
City, including by means of any verbal declarations or announcements and by 
means of any sales, marketing or other literature, letters, client lists, press 
releases, brochures or other written materials, without the express prior 
written consent of the City (except as may be necessary for the successful 
proponent to perform the successful proponent’s obligations under the terms of 
the Contract). The successful proponent undertakes not to use “VANOC”, 
“Vancouver 2010”, the official emblem, logo or mascot of the 2010 Games or 
any reference or means of promotion or publicity, without the express prior 
written consent of the City. Furthermore, the successful proponent undertakes 
not to disclose or promote its relationship with the City in any communication 
or manner whatsoever as a basis to create an association, express or implied, 
between the successful proponent and the International Olympic Committee, 
the Olympics or the Olympic Movement. 

8.0 SURVIVAL/LEGAL EFFECT OF PROPOSAL CONTRACT 

8.1 All of the terms of this Attachment A to this Proposal Form which by their 
nature require performance or fulfilment following the conclusion of the 
proposal process will survive such issuance and will remain legally enforceable 
by and against the Proponent and City. 

 

AS EVIDENCE OF THE PROPONENT’S INTENT TO BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THIS ATTACHMENT A, 
THE PROPONENT HAS EXECUTED AND DELIVERED THIS ATTACHMENT A AS AN INTEGRAL PART 
OF ITS PROPOSAL FORM IN THE MANNER AND SPACE SET OUT BELOW: 

 
 
 
 
    
 Authorized Signatory for the Proponent    Date 
 
 
 
 
       

Name and Title (please print) 
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This Schedule identifies the Requirements to which the City is seeking a solution or a 
response. Proponents are to address, but are not limited in their response to, the 
respective issue(s). Proponents may submit their solution or response on a separate 
sheet. However, the same number sequence is to be used.  

1.0 Proponent Information 

1.1 Corporate Information 

 Provide a description of the Proponent’s company, including legal name, 
jurisdiction of incorporation purpose and history of successes including number 
of years in business and company owners. 

1.2 Experience 

 Previous experience as a distributor of janitorial chemicals, cleaning supplies 
sanitary paper, plastic bags and related cleaner’s hardware for a minimum of 
five (5) years.  

 Describe your firm’s experience in the supply and delivery of janitorial and 
cleaning supplies similar in scope to the requirements in this RFP during the 
last five (5) years.  Specify client names where applicable.   

1.3 Key Personnel 

Identify key personnel to be assigned to this Contract, setting out their names 
and titles, responsibilities and relevant experience. 

 1.4 Client List 

  Attach a published client list and include any letters or recommendation that  
  may be appropriate to this project. 
 
 1.5 Dun & Bradstreet 

 
The Proponent shall provide the City with its D-U-N-S registration number. 

 
2.0 References 
 

2.1 The Proponent is to provide at least three (3) references for similar goods 
and/or services as those required by this RFP.  By submitting a Proposal, the 
Proponent consents to the City contacting these references, and consents to 
the City also contacting any other organization for the purposes of evaluating 
the Proponent’s company and Proposal.  
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Name and Address of 
Company 

Contact name, Telephone 
number and Email address 

Brief Description of 
Goods/Services Provided by 

Proponent 

   

   

   

 

3.0 Product Requirements – Janitorial Products and Cleaning Solutions and Packaging 

 3.1 As part of the City’s effort to address certain environmental and health 
concerns associated with some Products, it is the intent of the City to establish 
a Contract for environmentally preferable Products and packaging which 
through meeting specifications, represent a lesser impact to public health and 
the environment.     

  a) Janitorial Products  

   Outlined below are some examples of specifications which are preferred 
and the Proponent should outline in their submission how they propose 
to address the following: 

   i) For Paper Products: 

• products hold a third  party environmental certification, 
such as Green Seal, EcoLogo or equivalent; 

• paper products made from one hundred percent (100%) 
recycled fiber and paper product cores are made from 
one percent (100%) recycled material and are available in 
natural, natural white and white; 

• durable and high quality paper dispensers with a lifetime 
warranty with covers made of flexible frosted plastic, 
dispensers that will not mar or crack; and 

• do not use chlorine or any of its derivatives such as 
hypochlorite or chlorine dioxide. 
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   ii) For Garbage Bags: 

• products hold a third party environmental certification, 
such as Green Seal, EcoLogo or equivalent; 

• one hundred percent (100%) biosafe plastic, see through 
garbage bag that is one hundred percent (100%) 
degradable/biodegradable for all land-fill waste, with 
test reports and claims support information; 

• uses patented oxobiodegradable trixo-d  technology; 

• controlled degradation times twelve (12) to twenty four 
(24) months to degrade and another twelve (12) to 
twenty four (24) months to undergo biodegradation; and 

• all biosafe bags have passed with the following quality 
control tests to support its claims as the better plastic 
alternative to use: 

  -  ASTM D5510-01 Photo Degradation Test; 
  -  ASTM D5510-01 heat Aging Test, 70◦ C; 
  -  ASTM D1238-04 Melt Index; 
  -  ASTM D5208-01 QUV (Accelerated Weathering   
     Test); 

      -  ASTM D882-02 and ASTM D3826-98 Tensile  
         Elongation Test; and 

-  ASTM D6954 for Oxodegradable Plastics and    
Biodegradability Measured as per ASTM D5988. 

 
   iii) For Cleaning Solutions – Chemicals: 
   

• products hold a third party environmental certification, 
such as Green Seal, EcoLogo or equivalent; 

 
• product pH levels shall be close to 7.0 

 
• products do not contain phosphates  (SO 1); 

 
• products shall contain biocompatible ingredients such as 

sodium carbonate, bicarbonate, citrate, pine oils, and 
citrus based solvents; 

 
• products shall be concentrated solutions (have not been  

made thinner or basis weights downgraded) that can be 
diluted with water at room temperature products; 

 
• liquescent technology allows for maximum product 

performance while adhering to principles of human 
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health and safety (no hazardous chemicals in formulation 
of product); 

 
• do not contain persistent volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) from petrochemical based solvents, ethylene 
diamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA) and nitrilotriacetic acid 
(NTA); 

 
• contain surfactants derived from vegetable based fatty 

acids or sugars; 
 

• products do not contain chlorine and petrochemicals; and 
 

• contain linear alcohol ethoxylates (LAEs) instead of 
alkylphenol ethoxylates (APEs). 

 
   iv) For Packaging: 
 

• janitorial products and cleaning solutions come in one 
hundred percent (100)% recyclable packaging made from 
post consumer recycled materials; 

 
• packaging does not contain inks, dyes, pigments, 

stabilizers or any additives to which any lead, cadmium, 
mercury or hexavalent chromium has been intentionally 
introduced; 

 
• ingredients shall be clearly listed on the package; and 

 
• bulk packaging to minimize waste. 

 
 4.0 Dispensing Equipment 

             The City has approximately five thousand (5000) dispensers installed 
throughout various City locations.  This includes, but is not limited to soap 
dispensers, towel dispensers, toilet tissue dispenser, chemical dispensers and 
sanitizer dispensers.  Outlined below are some examples of specifications 
which are preferred and the Proponent should outline in their submission how 
they propose to address the following: 

4.1 The successful Proponent will be expected to remove the existing equipment, 
dispose of as requested by the City in an environmentally friendly manner, 
supply new dispensing equipment, install, and maintain all dispensers 
throughout the City locations as well as be responsible for any replacement 
dispensers as existing equipment becomes obsolete throughout the Contract 
Term. Proponent will be required to patch and paint any holes or damage (to 
match existing facilities décor) from the dispenser replacement.  All dispensers 
provided should have a universal key. The successful Proponent will provide 
dispensing equipment that reduces worker exposure to chemicals and promotes 
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the appropriate use of the cleaners and provide a full colour line of dispensers 
for a coordinated washroom. 

 4.2 The successful Proponent shall have the ability to supply pre-mixed flow 
dispensers with plumbing code approved backflow protection that are 
connected directly to the plumbing system for ease of use. 

 4.3 The successful Proponent to supply concentrated chemicals with an automated 
mixing system to reduce packaging.  In some situations that will be due to 
unforeseen circumstances with automated mixing systems, the successful 
Proponent may be required to supply manual mixing procedures. 

 4.4 Please provide a description of available equipment and information on the 
features.  A detailed description of the recommended dilution and/or 
dispensing system, as well as, any related benefits plus a suggested timeline to 
remove and install new dispensers and describe disposal methods of the 
existing dispensers should be included. 

 4.5 Proponent to state any applicable charges for the dispensers, removal, 
installation and maintenance, repairs and any additional expense in Schedule B 
– Pricing.  

5.0 Back-Orders 

 5.1 A major inconvenience to the City, particularly to the smaller facilities, is 
when Product is ordered, is not supplied and placed on back-order.  One of the 
key objectives within this RFP is to eliminate or significantly reduce the 
instances of back-orders, whereby any order containing material placed on 
back-order, be completed on the next subsequent delivery. 

 5.2 Proponent is to explain the solutions in meeting this objective of how you 
propose to guarantee no or minimal back orders. 

 5.3 Please provide how the City may be compensated (i.e. automated discount) or 
offer for each instance of back-order occurrence. 

6.0 Business Technology Capabilities – Procurement to Payment Process (P2P)  

 6.1 The City is seeking a solution to streamline the P2P process for its consumable 
items within the scope of this RFP such that the resources assigned are more 
efficiently utilized.  

 6.2 The Proponent understands that the City may utilize an electronic procurement 
process that handles commercial transactions from requisitioning through 
payment such as, but not limited to, purchase/service order, order 
receipt/acceptance, change order, shipping notice, work ticket and invoice. 

 6.3 The City may elect to conduct business with the successful Proponent through  
an electronic procurement system. Please demonstrate and explain the 
technology and process and a detailed solution for the ordering process and 
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reduce transactional costs for the City. The Proponent understands that this 
may include receiving electronic purchase/service order(s), work ticket data 
input into an electronic procurement system, and scanning/attaching 
supporting documentation if requested by the City.  It may also include 
registering with and working with third party system or network providers. 

  Please also outline your firm’s capacity to: 

i) develop item catalog content such as punch-out catalogues, in a timely 
manner as requested for access by and/or hosted  on servers of the City 
and to be responsible to update and maintain catalog item data and 
pricing;  

ii) possess capabilities for a secure online ordering system with an 
extensive catalogue of accessible items tailored to the City; real time 
budget tracing and online ordering history; and 

  iii) develop methods with the City to continuously optimize the 
procurement process, including electronic procurement.     

 6.5 Billing and Payment Options 

           The City is interested in incorporating technologies such as digital scanning 
billing and electronic invoice verification, secure online payment system as 
well as using an EFT/SAP financial interface process.  

  i) Please explain your capabilities, including if your firm possesses 
technology enabling an EFT/SAP interface, or any other innovative 
payment solutions; 

  ii) describe capabilities and include with your submission, a sample of a 
typical digital invoice  which is expected to encompass shipping 
destination, purchase order number, date ordered, description of goods 
including part numbers, price and extended value, taxes and total value 
for the billing period;  and 

   iii) Describe the technology and process being used with respect to 
purchasing cards and ghost cards.  The City currently works within 
National Bank’s MasterCard purchase card program, and requires the 
Proponent to state its willingness to acquire a software package from 
MasterCard that supports the Tier-3 system and work with the City in 
developing the card’s utilization to achieve it’s maximum benefits. 

7.0 Service Capabilities – Operations and Logistics  

 7.1 The City requires that the service level for delivery of Product direct to the 
site be within forty eight (48) hours from the time the order is placed.  It is 
also expected that the successful Proponent possess the capability of providing 
special same day delivery service under emergent conditions. Further to Part B 
– Instruction Section 4.3 and Schedule B – Pricing Section 1.0b, all delivery is to 
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be considered F.O.B. destination and no additional charges for freight or fuel 
surcharges will be accepted by the City.  

 7.2  Proponent should detail customer service process and capabilities (include the 
order servicing process, related technologies, and recommended logistics 
solution) including delivery schedules, size of vehicles, number of vehicles and 
the ability to provide delivery service to multiple locations.  

 7.3 The City’s preference is not to have a minimum order, however indicate 
minimum ordering quantities and order value if applicable.   

 7.4 Explain process for handling emergent or special after hour requirements and 
how quickly from the time the order was placed until the City would receive 
those Product. 

 7.5 State the location from which deliveries would be dispatched for the City of 
Vancouver. 

7.6 Provide a sample Packing slip, packing list, bill of lading or customer receipt 
that includes and itemized detail of the package contents which does not 
include pricing or demonstrate how it is separate from an invoice, that will 
accompany each delivery. 

 

8.0     MSDS and WHMIS 

 8.1 Proponent will be required to provide Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and 
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) for all Products bid 
for both in concentrated form, and ready to use product. 

  8.2 Proponent to state their willingness to supply MSDS and WHMIS sheets and  
describe how the various delivery sites will have access to the MSDS and WHMIS 
sheets.  

9.0 Obsolete Products 

 9.1 Over the period of their life cycle, Products may be replaced with newer or 
different material resulting in the accumulation of obsolete or expired product 
and equipment (i.e. dispensing).     

 9.2 Please provide solutions for the disposition of obsolete or expired product as 
well as a solution for the minimal environmental impact of equipment and 
recycling to the local landfills. 

10.0   Repairs 

          10.1 The City has various types of janitorial equipment (i.e. – vacuum), in their 
inventory for various purposes.  The Proponent should have the capability of 
conducting janitorial equipment repairs at City sites and at the Proponent’s 
service locations with trained professional technicians.    
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 10.2 Please describe the capacity to perform equipment repairs complete with an 
estimated turn around time, certifications of the technicians and describe the 
ability to perform the repairs at City sites and the whereabouts of the 
Proponent’s service locations.  

 10.3 Proponent to state technician’s hourly rate, and pickup and drop off rates 
associated with the repairs in Schedule B – Pricing, if any.   

11.0 Reporting Capabilities  

 11.1 Proponent may be asked to provide [quarterly/semiannual/annual] reporting on a 
number of performance measures and any other criteria determined by the City 
for products purchased under this Contract. The information should be reported 
in aggregate in a matrix providing the following data, which may include but is not 
limited to:  

  i) Stock Maintenance and Usage - The City requires the ability to identify 
consumption of the Products used under this Contract. Proponent is to 
provide a detailed sample of your solution in a periodical supply 
summary for the Product purchases for specific time frames, or on a 
monthly, quarterly, or annually, as requested by the City;  

  ii) Back order status – include number of incidents and fulfilment rate (fill 
rate); 

iii) Obsolete Product – further to section 9.0 above, amount and frequency 
of disposition of product; 

iv) Repairs – further to section 10.0 above, amount, location and frequency 
of equipment repairs; and 

v) Measures including cost reduction initiatives, market trends of key cost 
drivers or other price adjustment criteria established, related/relevant 
market based indices for commodity items, etc.   

12.0 Training 

 12.1 The City will require training from an accredited instructor, for City staff 
and/or City Contractors working with their products for the first time and for 
City staff and or City Contractors who require additional training as, if and 
when requested. The training that should be considered but not limited to: 

   i) Workplace Hazardous Information System (WHMIS) training; 

   ii) Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS); 

 iii) Safety training; 

 iv) Floor maintenance, including but not limited to scrubbing,  
  stripping, burnishing,  and floor finish; 
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 v) Washroom maintenance, focusing on products and procedures; 

 vi) Infection and disease control; 

 vii) Carpet cleaning and spotting;  

 viii) Green product awareness; 

 ix) New product orientation; and 

 x) Dispenser training. 

 12.2 Proponent to provide a description of all available training programs with a 
description of the type and scope of training to be offered, identification of 
the number and expertise of staff and personnel available to conduct such 
training, description of support services offered such as a phone number for 
assistance and the hours during which such number is accessible.  Proponent to 
also state training opportunities provided for non-standard hours of work. 

 
 12.3 Proponent to provide any description of costs associated with training or 

support in Schedule B – Pricing only. 

14.0  Disaster Response Support 

 14.1 In the event of a major or serious disaster, such as earthquake, major fire, or 
extreme snow conditions, the City will be faced with the requirement to 
sustain the provisioning of key facilities such as those operated by the Police 
Department, Fire and Rescue Services and other emergency facilities. 

 14.2 Proponent to explain ability or plan, which will provide this support to the City 
in the event of a major disaster or emergency condition. 

15.0 Transition and Implementation Plan 

 15.1 Recognizing that there may be changes in some Products and procedures being 
implemented from what is presently being purchased or used by the City, the 
City and the Contractor will be responsible for developing a timely and orderly 
transition to the servicing of the Contract upon acceptance signing.   

 15.2 Include a detailed explanation as to how you envision the transition and 
implementation to be completed. These issues should encompass, but not be 
limited to such factors as: 

i) determination of product requirements; 

ii) fixture (dispenser) changes if required, including replacement of 
present dispensing equipment; 

iii) service levels for the respective facilities including logistics 
arrangements; 
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iv) ordering process; 

v) establishment of summary billing or technology; and 

vi) establishment of supply reports. 

16.0 Packaging 

16.1 One of the City’s goals is to reduce the packaging associated with acquiring 
various products.  More and more suppliers are starting to introduce innovative 
programs to reduce packaging.  Such examples include providing products in 
reusable packaging such as plastic totes, reducing unnecessary packaging such 
as shrink wrap or offering packaging that is made from recycled material.   

16.2 Tell us about your proposed solutions and measures for overall product 
packaging reduction, recyclable materials and percentage of recycled content, 
return/collections program availability and or reuse. 

17.0 Greenhouse Gas/Carbon Reduction  

17.1 The City aims to reduce its greenhouse gas/carbon emissions associated with 
product and service delivery, where possible as part of its Climate Protection 
Program.   

17.2 Proponent to provide solution how the design and use of your product takes 
into account strategies to reduce its carbon footprint.  Examples could include 
offering products with a limited amount of embedded carbon, having a strategy 
for limiting transportation related to service provision and/or purchasing 
carbon credits to offset emissions. 

18.0 Waste Reduction Clause 

18.1 One of the City’s objectives is to reduce waste where possible.  Tell us how 
your firm proposes to provide solution on waste minimization and diversion of 
waste from the landfill in the design of your Products and its associated 
delivery, use and disposal.  Examples include take-back programs you may have 
for your products at end-of-life or products that are made from recycled 
materials. 

19.0 Third Party Eco-labeling  

19.1 The City aims to purchase, when possible, products that are eco-certified or 
eco-labeled by a recognized third party.    

 19.2 Describe and explain third party certification for the Products to be supplied, 
which includes labeling requirements and to state the type of testing 
performed, and the standards applicable to support biodegradable products 
completely breaking down in the landfills. 

20.0 Sustainability 
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20.1 In accordance with the City’s Procurement Policy, outlined below are preferred 
sustainability requirements. Please demonstrate in your Proposal the following: 

a) demonstrate compliance with the Supplier Code of Conduct by 
submitting  a completed Declaration of Supplier Code of Conduct 
Compliance form as provided in Appendix 6; 

b) demonstrate their sustainability performance by completing the 
Assessment of Vendor Sustainability Leadership Questionnaire – 
Appendix 5; 

c) offer cleaning solutions and janitorial products that are nontoxic and 
nonhazardous and meet the product specifications as outlined in Section 
3; 

d) provide solutions for the disposition of obsolete or expired products and 
equipment (e.g. dispensers) as well as a solution for the environmental 
impact to the local landfills; 

e) offer a solution to reducing carbon emissions resulting from the delivery 
of products; 

f) online ordering system that highlights environmentally friendly options 
and provides the capability to block orders of products that do not meet 
the products specifications of this RFP; and 

g) provide training to City staff on how to optimize environmental 
performance of products and properly manage product packaging for 
recycling or reuse.  

21.0 Value Added Services 

21.1 Within its response to Schedule A, the Proponent has the opportunity to offer 
and describe any value added services, products or items not specifically asked 
for and detail as to what the Proponent is prepared to supply as part of the 
Contract. Unless otherwise stated, it is understood that there are no extra 
costs for these services; however, if there are any additional costs pertaining 
thereto, the summary and explanation of those costs should be appended to 
the Schedule B - Pricing . 

23.0 Insurance Requirements  

 23.1   Proponents are to submit with their Proposals a Certificate of Existing Insurance 
in the form set out in Appendix 2 as evidence of their existing insurance 
coverage.  

23.2 A copy of the City’s Certificate of Insurance is attached for reference as 
Appendix 3.  The successful Proponent will be required to file completed 
certificates in that form with the City’s Supply Management Director showing 
proof of all insurance requirements described as applicable, upon award.  
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Certificates must be completed and signed by the Proponent’s insurer and be 
reviewed and approved by the City’s Risk Management Department prior to the 
City entering into any Contract with the successful Proponent. 

23.3 Without limiting any of its obligations or liabilities under the Contract, the 
Contractor  and its Sub-Contractors shall obtain and continuously carry 
during the term of the Contract at their own expense and cost, the following 
insurance coverage with minimum limits of not less than those shown in the 
respective items set out below. 

23.4 All insurance policies shall be in a form and in amounts satisfactory from time-
to-time and with insurers acceptable to the City’s Supply Management Director 
and shall provide the City with sixty (60) days prior written notice of 
cancellation or material change resulting in reduction of coverage, lapse or 
cancellation. Notice must identify  the Contract title, number, policy holder, 
and scope of work. 

23.5 The Contractor and each of its Sub-Contractors shall provide at its own cost any 
 additional insurance which it is required by law to provide or which it considers 
 necessary.  

23.6 Neither the providing of insurance by the Contractor in accordance with the 
requirements hereof, nor the insolvency, bankruptcy or the failure of any 
insurance company to pay any claim accruing shall be held to relieve the 
Contractor from any  other provisions of the Contract Documents with respect 
to liability of the Contractor  or otherwise. 

23.7 The insurance coverage shall be primary insurance with respect to liability 
arising out  of the operations of the Contractor. Any insurance or self-
insurance maintained by or  on behalf of the City, its officers, officials, 
employees, servants or agents shall be excess of this insurance and shall not 
contribute with it. 

23.8 The Contractor shall provide in its agreements with its Sub-Contractors clauses 
in the  same form as those found herein. Upon request, the Contractor shall 
deposit with the City’s Supply Management Director detailed certificate of 
insurance for the policies it  has obtained from its Sub-Contractors and a copy 
of the insurance clauses so provided in the said agreements.  

23.9 The Contractor shall obtain and maintain in full force and effect during the 
term of the  Contract, insurance not less than that set out below and provide 
proof of such  insurance provided by a company duly registered and authorized 
to conduct insurance  business in the Province of British Columbia. 

a) Commercial General Liability 
 
Commercial General Liability insurance in sufficient amounts and description to 
protect the Contractor, its sub-contractors, the City and its respective officers, 
officials, employees, servants and agents against claims for damages, personal 
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injury including death, bodily injury and property damage which may arise 
under this Contract. 

 
The limit of commercial general liability insurance shall be not less than 
five million dollars ($5,000,000) per occurrence inclusive for personal 
injury, death, bodily injury or property damage and in the aggregate 
with respect to products and complete operations. 

 
The policy of insurance shall: 

 
(i) be on an occurrence form; 
(ii) add the City and its officials, officers, employees and agents as 

additional insureds; 
(iii) contain a cross-liability or severability of interest clause; 
(iv) extend to cover non-owned automobile, contingent employer’s 

liability, blanket contractual liability, contractor’s protective 
liability, broad form property damage, broad form completed 
operations and operations of attached machinery. 

 
b) Motor Vehicle Liability Insurance 

 
The Contractor shall ensure that vehicles owned and/or operated by the 
Contractor in connection with the Contract maintain Third Party Legal 
Liability Insurance in an amount not less than five million dollars 
($5,000,000) per occurrence.  The deductible per occurrence shall not 
exceed two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500). 

 
24.0 Worksafe BC Compliance  
 

24.1 Within seven (7) days of the Notice of Award, the Contractor must provide 
evidence that it is registered and in good standing with WorkSafeBC.   

24.2 The Contractor agrees that it shall at its own expense procure and carry or 
cause to be  procured and carried and paid for, full WorkSafeBC coverage for 
itself and all workers, employees, and others engaged in or upon any Work 
under this Contract. 

24.3 The Contractor agrees that the City has the unfettered right to set off the 
amount of the unpaid premiums and assessments for such WorkSafe BC 
coverage against any  money owing by the City to the Contractor.  The City 
shall have the right to withhold payment under this Contract until the WorkSafe 
BC premiums, assessments or penalties in respect of work done or service 
performed in fulfilling this Contract had been paid in full. 

24.4 The City now designates the Contractor as the Prime Contractor, and the 
Contractor now acknowledges and agrees to its designation as the Prime 
Contractor, in respect of all Work under this Contract for the purposes of the 
WorkSafeBC Rules.  
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24.5 The Contractor will indemnify the City and hold harmless the City from all 
manner of claims, demands, costs, losses, penalties and proceedings arising out 
of or in any way related to: 

a) unpaid WorkSafeBC assessments of the Contractor or any other 
employer for whom the Contractor is responsible under this Contract, 

b) the acts or omissions of any person engaged directly or indirectly by the 
Contractor in the performance of this Contract, or for whom the 
Contractor is liable pursuant to the Contractor’s obligations as the 
Prime Contractor, and which acts or omissions are or are alleged by 
WorkSafeBC to constitute a breach of the WorkSafeBC Rules or other 
failure to observe safety rules, regulations and practices of WorkSafeBC, 
including any and all fines and penalties levied by the WorkSafeBC, or 

 
c) any breach of the Contractor’s obligations under this General Condition. 
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1.0 Instructions/Pricing 

a. Proponents are to complete Table 1.1 – Specified Items – Buckeye and Table 1.2 – Non Specified Items.  
             
b. Prices are to be quoted F.O.B. Destination, including freight, unloading at destination, import duties, brokerage, royalties, handling, 

overhead, profit and all other costs included. 

c. Pricing quoted are to be exclusive of HST, except where expressly requested. 

d. Pricing is to be quoted in Canadian Dollars. 

e. If a Proponent is unable to quote on any product, they are to complete the field as “N/Q” (not quoting). 

f. Package Size:  is the quantity per case or box etc., if the size is ‘blank’ that means a single unit, if size reads for example ‘5 gallon’ the   
    package size is 5 gallon; 
 

Unit Size:  is the unit of measure by which the City will purchase the item, i.e., a case, box, pack or each; 
 

  Unit Price: is the price of a single “unit of measure” i.e., price of a case, box, pack or each; 
 
  Total Price: is the annual estimated quantities times (X) the unit price.  

 
 
Prices or cost information is not to be shown in any other part of the Proposal other than this Schedule B. Since the City has rationalized the 
varieties of many of products listed within this RFP, the quantities shown are estimated and are for informational purposes only.  
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 1.1 SPECIFIED ITEMS - Buckeye 
 

The City is currently using “Buckeye” brand for the chemical and cleaning products listed and any new product offered should have the 
same or exceed the characteristics of this product.  
 
Note: Gallon is equivalent to US Gallon   
 
 

No. Dispensing Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate  Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

1 Degreaser Ram Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 210 /ea  
2 Degreaser Ram Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 63 /ea  
3 All Purpose Cleaner Tenacity Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 1385 /ea  
4 All Purpose Cleaner Tenacity Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 78 /ea  
5 Floor Cleaner Neutral True 7 Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 1168 /ea  
6 Glass Cleaner Star Spray 

Con 
Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 120 /ea  

7 Glass Cleaner Star Spray 
Con 

Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 40 /ea  

8 Tub & Tile Cleaner Gel-Scrub Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 50 /ea  
9 Tub & Tile Cleaner Gel-Scrub Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 3 /ea  
  

SUBTOTAL FOR DISPENSING PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 

No. Disinfectant Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate  Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

10 Germicidal 
Disinfectant 

Lemon Quat Buckeye 
 

Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 378   
/ea 

 

11 Germicidal 
Disinfectant 

Lemon Quat Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 62  
            ea 
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12 Germicidal 

Disinfectant 
Mint Quat Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 2   

/ea 
 

13 Germicidal 
Disinfectant 

Mint Quat Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 18   
/ea  

 

14 Germicidal 
Disinfectant 

Pine Quat Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 80   
/ea 

 

15 Germicidal 
Disinfectant 

Pine Quat Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 4   
/ea 

 

  
SUBTOTAL FOR DISINFECTANT PRODUCTS 

 
$ 

No. Cleaning Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

16 Furniture Polish Status 
Lemon 

Buckeye -----   1 Quart Each 14 /ea  

17 Tub & Tile Cleaner Gel-Scrub Buckeye -----   1 Quart Each 26 /ea  
18 Heavy Duty DeGreaser Workout Buckeye -----   1 Quart Each 35 /ea  
  

SUBTOTAL FOR CLEANING PRODUCTS 
 
 

$ 

No. Floor Care Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

19 Sealer 1st Down Buckeye -----   1 Gallon Each 16   
/ea 

 

20 Sealer 1st Down Buckeye -----   5 Gallon Each 60   
/ea 

 

21 Floor Finisher/Sealer Citation Buckeye -----   1 Gallon Each 130   
/ea 

 

22 Floor Finisher/Sealer Citation Buckeye -----   5 Gallon Each 12   
/ea 
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23 Floor Finish (High 
Speed) 

Castleguard Buckeye -----   1 Gallon Each 25   
/ea 

 

24 Floor Finish (High 
Speed) 

Castleguard Buckeye -----   5 Gallon Each 21 /ea  

25 Floor Stripper Ripsaw Buckeye Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 358 
 

/ea  

26 Floor Stripper Ripsaw Buckeye Concentrated   5 Gallon Each 10 
 

/ea  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR CLEANING PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 

No. Hand & Body Care Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

27 Foam Hand Soap Symmetry 
Foam 

Buckeye -----   1250 ML Each 230 /ea  

28 Foam Dispenser Symmetry 
Dispenser 

Buckeye 
 

-----   1250 ML Each 260 /ea  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR HAND & BODY CARE PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 

No. Hardware Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

29 Scented Quat Spray 
Bottle 

Grip & Co Buckeye -----   24 oz Each 98 /ea  

30 Gel Scrub Spray Bottle Grip & Co Buckeye -----   24 oz Each 12 /ea  

31 Star Spray Bottle Grip & Co Buckeye -----   24 oz Each 68 /ea  
32 Tenacity Spray Bottle Grip & Co Buckeye -----   24 oz Each 34 /ea  
33 Ram Spray Bottle Grip & Co Buckeye -----   24 oz Each 32 /ea  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR HARDWARE 

 
$ 

  
TOTAL FOR SECTION 1.1 ONLY 

 
$ 
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1.2 NON – SPECIFIED ITEMS  
 

 The City has identified the following products it currently uses, and will consider alternative brands providing that the alternative 
satisfactorily meets the end use.  
            

No. Disinfectant Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

34 Hydrogenic Sanitizer Hydrogenic M-Chem Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 96 /ea  
35 Oxygenic Sanitizer Oxygenic M-Chem Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 6 /ea  
  

SUBTOTAL FOR DISINFECTANT PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 

No. Cleaning Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

36 Bleach 6% Bleach 6% Advance -----   3.6 L Each 1008 /ea  
37 Ajax Ajax Dracket -----   400 

Gram 
Each 3111 /ea  

38 Cream Cleaner Soft Scrub M-Chem -----   946 ML Each 408 /ea  
39 Bowl Cleaner Sensibowl M-Chem -----   946 ML Each 717 /ea  
40 Metal Cleaner Peek Clr Peek -----   1000 ML Each 20 /ea  
41 Oven Cleaner Procure 

Oven 
K & G -----   539 

Gram 
Each 78 /ea  

42 Surface Spray 
Disinfectant 

Surface 
Spray 
Disinfectant 

K & G -----   425 
Gram 

Each 80 /ea  

43 Urinal Blocks Non Para 
Toss Blocks 

Recochem -----   12/case Case 1811 /cs  

44 Urinal Screen/Block Screen and 
Block 

Sipco -----    Each 370 /ea  

45 Brass Cleaner Brasso Dracket -----   142 ML Each 93 /ea  
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SUBTOTAL FOR DISINFECTANT PRODUCTS 
 
 

$ 

No. Carpet Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

46 Gum Remover Aerosol Gum 
Remover 

Procure ‘-----   235 
Gram 

Each 48 /ea  

47 Liquid Defoamer Liquid 
Defoamer 

Esteam Concentrated   4 L Each 12 /ea  

48 Fibre Rinse / Carpet Fibre Rinse Esteam Concentrated   4 L Each 30 /ea  
49 Carpet Shampoo Formula 888 Esteam Concentrated   4 L Each 129 /ea  
50 Carpet Pre-Spray Pre-Max Esteam Concentrated   4 L Each 65 /ea  
51 Spot Remover Aerosol Spot 

Cleaner 
Procure Concentrated   500 

Gram 
Each 52 /ea  

52 Liquid Deodorant Cherry 
Deodorant 

Esteam Concentrated   4 L Each 22 /ea  

53 Carpet Spotter - Gel Supper 
Spotter 

Esteam Concentrated   1 L Each 6 /ea  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR CARPET PRODUCTS 
 

 

 
$ 

No. Laundry & Dish 
Products 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate  Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

54 Laundry Soap Liquid Max Laundry M-Chem -----   1 Gallon Each 6 /ea  
55 Laundry Soap Powder Magic White M-Chem -----   6.9 KG Each 2 /ea  
56 Cyclone Blue Laundry Powder 

Laundry 
Lever -----   20 KG Each 483 /ea  

57 Liquid Dish Soap Liquid Dish M-Chem Concentrated   1 Gallon Each 400 /ea  
  

SUBTOTAL FOR LAUNDRY & DISH PRODUCTS 
 
 

 
$ 
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No. Hand & Body Care Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

58 FMX Hand Foam Soap GoJo Foam GoJo -----   1250 ML Each 2029 /ea  
59 CXI Counter Foam 

Soap 
Counter Mt. 
Soap 

GoJo -----   1500 ML Each 155 /ea  

60 CXI Counter Foam 
Dispenser 

Dispenser/ 
Counter 

GoJo -----   1500 ML Each 100 /ea  

61 Liquid Hand Soap Pink Liquid 
Hand 

M-Chem -----   1 Gallon Each 182 /ea  

62 Bar Soap Unwrapped 
Bar 

Sterling -----   85 Gram Each 
 
 

3483 /ea  

63 Hand, Hair, Body 
Liquid Soap 

Personal 
Touch 

Rochester -----   4 L Each 182 /ea  

64 Sanitizer Gel Planet 
Clean 
Sanitizer 

Planet 
Clean 

-----   240 ML Each 2054 /ea  

65 Sanitizer Gel GoJo Gel 
Hand 
Sanitizer 

GoJo -----   1000 ML Each 349 /ea  

66 Sanitizer Foam GoJo Foam 
Hand 
Sanitizer 

GoJo -----   1200 ML Each 212 /ea  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR  HAND & BODY CARE PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 

No. Paper Products/One 
Ply 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

67 One Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest ----- 
‘’’’’’’-------- 

-----  

  1000 SH 
x 48 roll 

Case 1118 /cs 
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68 One Ply Toilet Tissue 
 

Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest 
 
 
 

-----   1232 SH 
x 48 roll 

Case 
 
 

221 /cs  

69 One Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest -----   2000’ x 
12 roll 

Case 36 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR  PAPER PRODUCTS – ONE PLY 
 

 
$ 

No. Paper Products/Two 
Ply 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

70 Two Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest -----   500 SH x 
48 roll 

Case 460 /cs  

71 Two Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest -----   616 SH x 
48 roll 

Case 472 /cs  

72 Two Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest -----   1000’ x 
12 roll 

Case 32 /cs  

73 Two Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest -----   2000’ x 
6 roll 

Case 2 /cs  

74 Two Ply Toilet Tissue Eco Soft 
Tissue 

Baywest -----   865 SH x 
36 roll 

Case 756 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR  PAPER PRODUCTS – TWO PLY 
 
 

 
$ 

No. Single Fold Towel 
Products 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

75 Single Fold Towel 
Natural 

Eco Soft Baywest -----   268 x 15 
PKG 

Case 759 /cs  

76 Single Fold Towel 
N/W 

Eco Soft Baywest -----   268 x 15 
PKG 

Case 359 /cs  

77 Single Fold Towel 
White 

Eco Soft Baywest -----   268 x 15 
PKG 

Case 5 /cs  
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SUBTOTAL FOR  SINGLE FOLD TOWEL PRODUCTS 
 
 

$ 

No. Multi Fold Towel 
Products 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

78 Multi Fold Towel 
Natural 

Eco Soft Baywest -----   200 x 20 
PKG 

Case 406 /cs  

79 Multi Fold Towel N/W Eco Soft Baywest -----   250 x 12 
PKG 

Case 746 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR  MULTI FOLD TOWEL PRODUCTS 
 
 

 
$ 

No. Paper Roll Towel 
Products 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

80 Roll Towel Centre Pull 
White 

Eco Soft Baywest -----   900’ x 6 
roll 

Case 1043 /cs  

81 Roll Towel N/W Eco Soft Baywest -----   425’ x 
12 roll 

Case 612 /cs  

82 Roll Towel Double 
Natural 

Eco Soft Baywest -----   800’ x 6 
roll 

Case 1032 /cs  

83 Roll Towel N/W Eco Soft Baywest -----   800’ x 6 
roll 

Case 612 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR PAPER TOLL TOWEL PRODUCTS 
 
 

 
$ 

No. Facial Tissue 
Products 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

84 Facial Tissue Eco Soft Baywest -----   150 SH x 
30 Box 

Case 5 /cs  
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SUBTOTAL FOR FACIAL TISSUE PRODUCTS 
 
 

$ 

No. Wipers Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

85 Wypall X-60 Wipe 
Jumbo 

Jumbo Teri 
White 

Kimberly 
Clark 

-----   1100 
sheet 
(31.7 cm 
x 34 cm)  

Case 292 /cs  

86 Wypall X-60 Wipe 
Renf. 

Renf. White Kimberly 
Clark 

-----   130 x 12 
PKG 

Case 268 /cs  

87 Wypall Kim Towel Kim Towel Kimberly 
Clark 

-----   50 x 16 
PKG 

Case 550 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR WIPERS 
 

 
$ 

No. Paper Cup Products Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

88 Solo Paper Cups Cone Cup Solo -----   4 oz x 
5000 

Case 26 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR PAPER CUP PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 

No. Feminine Hygiene 
Products 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

89 #4 Sanitary Napkin Stayfree Stayfree -----   200/cs Case 6 /cs  
90 Tampon Playtex Playtex -----   200/cs Case 8 /cs  
91 Sani Wax Bag/Disposal #77 Liners Stayfree -----   500/cs Case 30 /cs  
  

SUBTOTAL FOR FEMININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS 
 

 
$ 
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No. Bio-Degradable 
Garbage Bag 

Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate  Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

92 22 x 24 Bio Bag Reg Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   400/cs Case 416 /cs  
93 26 x 36 Bio Bag Reg Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   200/cs Case 1135 /cs  
94 26 x 36 Bio Bag Strong Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   150/cs Case 55 /cs  
95 30 x 38 Bio Bag Reg Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   200/cs Case 114 /cs  
96 30 x 38 Bio Bag Strong Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   150/cs Case 685 /cs  
97 30 x 38 Bio Bag X 

Strong 
Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   100/cs Case 5 /cs  

98 35 x 50 Bio Bag Strong Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   125/cs Case 255 /cs  
99 35 x 50 Bio Bag X 

Strong 
Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   100/cs Case 1306 /cs  

100 42 x 48 Bio Bag Strong Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   80/cs Case 240 /cs  
101 42 x 48 Bio Bag X 

Strong 
Buffalo Bag Buffalo Bag -----   70/cs Case 92 /cs  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR BIO-DEGRADABLE GARBAGE BAG 

$ 

No. Hardware Items Current 
Brand 

Current Mfg Concentrate Offered 
Brand 

Offered 
Mfg 

Package 
Size 

Unit 
Size 

Annual 
Est 

Qtites 
(a) 

Unit Price 
(b) 

Total 
Price 

 
(a*b) 

102 24 oz Spray Bottle Spray Bottle Continental -----    Each 251 /ea  
103 Housekeeping Corn 

Broom 
#765 Corn 
Broom 

Atlas -----    Each 28 /ea  

104 Corn Wisk Broom 
#17522 

Whisk 
Broom 

Atlas -----    Each 20 /ea  

105 16 Inch Stable Broom  Stiff Stable 
Broom 

Atlas -----    Each 5 /ea  

106 18 inch Street Broom Synthetic 
Street 
Broom 

Atlas -----    Each 12 /ea  
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107 Toilet Bowl Brush Toilet Brush Atlas -----    Each 12 /ea  
108 Hand Scrub Brush Iron Scrub Atlas -----    Each 2 /ea  
109 10 Inch Scrub Med. 

Brush 
Deck Scrub 
Brush 

Atlas -----    Each 25 /ea  

110 Round Window Brush Round 
Window 
Brush 

Atlas -----    Each 8 /ea  

111 4 Row Wire Brush Wire Brush 4 
Row 

Atlas -----    Each 15 /ea  

112 12 Inch Counter Brush Counter 
Broom 

Atlas -----    Each 15 /ea  

113 11 Inch Deck Scrub 
Brush 

Scrub Brush Atlas -----    Each 25 /ea  

114 Bucket and Wringer Down Press 
Combo 

Marino -----   35 Qt. Each 13 /ea  

115 18 Inch Dustmop 
Frame/Handle 

18” 
Dustmop 
Frame/Hand
le 

Atlas -----    Each 6 /ea  

116 18 Inch Dustmop Refill  18” Refill 
Dustmop 
Head 

Atlas -----    Each 12 /ea  

117 12 Inch Dust Pan 
H/Duty 

Dust Pan Rubbermaid -----    Each 24 /ea  

118 54 Inch Wood Thread 
Handle 

Wood 
Thread 

Atlas -----    Each 44 /ea  

119 54 Inch Tapered 
Handle 

Taper Wood Atlas -----    Each 32 /ea  

120 4 Inch Brass Squeegee 
Handle 

Brass 
Handle 

Atlas -----    Each 7 /ea  

121 Grey Plastic Pail Hand Pail Continental -----   10 Qt. Each 18 /ea  
122 Sponge Scrub/Green 3M Green 

Sponge 
3M -----    Each 106 /ea  

123 H/Duty Blue Pad 3M Blue 
Sponge 

3M -----    Each 60 /ea  

124 18 Inch Channel & 
Rubber 18” 
 

Squeegee 
Head/Channe
l 

Atlas -----    Each 8 /ea  
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125 24 Inch Floor 

Squeegee  
Floor 
Squeegee 

Mallory -----    Each 10 /ea  

126 #97 Hand Pad Hand Pad 
3M Scrub 

3M -----   6 x 9 Each 207 /ea  

127 Chamis Natural Natural 
Chamis 

Atlas -----   19 X 20 Each 6 /ea  

128 54 Inch Wood/Nylon 
Tip Handle 

Nylon Tip 
Handle 

Atlas -----   54 Each 10 /ea  

129 Window Bucket Window 
Bucket 

Harper -----    Each 7 /ea  

130 Doodle Bug Pad 
Holder 

DoodleBug 
Pad Holder 

3M -----   5 x 10 Each 24 /ea  

131 14 Inch Window T. Bar 14” T Bar 
Window 
Washer 

Atlas -----    Each 10 /ea  

132 18 Inch Window T. Bar 18” T Bar 
Window 
Washer 

Atlas -----    Each 6 /ea  

133 12 Inch Window 
Channel/Rubber 

12” Window 
Channel/ 
Rubber 

Atlas -----    Each 24 /ea  

134 14 Inch Window 
Channel/Rubber 

14” Window 
Channel/ 
Rubber 

Atlas -----    Each 28 /ea  

135 18 Inch Window 
Channel / Rubber 

18” Window 
Channel/ 
Rubber 

Atlas -----    Each 16 /ea  

136 12 Inch Metal Dust 
Pan 

Dust Pan Continental -----    Each 12 /ea  

137 Toilet Bowl Plunger Hydro Force 
Toilet 
Plunger 

Atlas -----    Each 18 /ea  

138 Doodlebug Black Doodlebug 
3M 

3M -----   5 x 10 Each 95 /ea  

139 Dooblebug Brown Doodlebug 
3M 

3M -----   5 x 10 Each 79 /ea  

140 17 Inch Floor Pad  3M Floor 3M -----    Each 35 /ea  
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Black Pad 
141 17 Inch Floor Pad  

Blue 
3M Floor 
Pad 

3M -----    Each 95 /ea  

142 17 Inch Floor Pad  
Brown 

3M Floor 
Pad 

3M -----    Each 30 /ea  

143 20 Inch Floor Pad 
Black 

3M Floor 
Pad 

3M -----    Each 45 /ea  

144 20 Inch Floor Pad  
Blue 

3M Floor 
Pad 

3M -----    Each 84 /ea  

145 20 Inch Floor Pad 
Brown 

3M Floor 
Pad 

3M -----    Each 25 /ea  

146 20 Inch Floor Pad Red 3M Floor 
Pad 

3M -----    Each 106 /ea  

147 Rayon Flat Mop Floor Mop Atlas -----   450 
gram 

Each 100 /ea  

148 Rayon Flat Mop Floor Mop Atlas -----   650 
gram 

Each 20 /ea  

149 Wax Mop Wax Mop Atlas -----   550 
gram 

Each 75 /ea  

150 54 Inch Sidewinder 
Mop Handle 

54” Mop 
Handle 

Atlas -----   54”  Each 48 /ea  

151 18 Inch Dust Mop 18” Dust 
Mop Refill 

Odell -----    Each 108 /ea  

152 36 Inch Dust Mop 36” Dust 
Mop Refill 

Odell -----    Each 5 /ea  

153 48 Inch Dust Mop 48” Dust 
Mop Refill 

Odell -----    Each 24 /ea  

  
SUBTOTAL FOR HARDWARE PRODUCTS 
 
 

 
$ 

  
TOTAL FOR SECTION 1.2 ONLY 
 

 
$ 

 GRAND TOTAL FOR SECTION 1.1 PLUS SECTION 1.2 
 

 
$ 
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  Alternative Pricing: 
 

Proponents are to complete the above tables 1.1 and 1.2 to the best of their ability however for alternative pricing solutions, 
Proponents are to copy pricing table format above as is (with all headers and item numbers) and complete. 

 
  
2.0 Discount: 
 

2.1 For Products not listed in tables above, state discount off catalogue pricing (provide any breakdown of the pricing discount structure): 
 
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
3.0 Dispensing Equipment 

3.1 State any applicable charges for the dispensers, removal, installation and maintenance and any associated repairs (includes materials 
and labour) as per Section 4.5 of Dispensing Equipment of Schedule A – Requirements.  Proponent to breakdown any applicable costs.
  

Item Description Price (state unit of measure eg hourly, each, 
etc). 

1.   

2.   

3.   
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4.0 Repairs 

4.1 State technicians hourly rate for repairs and any other related costs as per Section 10.3 – Repairs of Schedule A – Requirements.  
Proponent to breakdown any applicable costs.   

Item Description Price (state unit of measure eg hourly, each, 
etc). 

1.   

2.   

3.   

 

5.0 Training 

5.1 Proponent to detail any applicable charges for training City staff or City Contractors.  Provide a detailed breakdown (eg per person, per 
course) as per Section 12.3 – Training of Schedule A Requirements. 

  

Item Description Price (state unit of measure eg per course, per 
person, etc). 

1.   

2.   

3.   
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6.0 Terms of Payment 
 

6.1 The City’s standard payment terms are Net 30 days after receipt of approved invoice however discounts eg. early payment discounts are 
more favourable terms which may be offered by the Proponent and will be taken into consideration in the financial evaluation.  
Proponent to indicate if other than Net 30 days. 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Proponent(s) should use this Schedule C to detail any deviations and/or variations from 
the terms and conditions set out in this RFP and if applicable, detail proposed 
amendments. 

Where the Proponent is proposing the use of contract language or clauses other than 
those set out in the sample Form of Agreement (Appendix 1), such clauses should be 
attached to this Schedule C. The City will assume such clauses are in addition to those 
in the sample Form of Agreement unless otherwise indicated by the Proponent. 
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The Sub-contractors shown below are the sub-contractors and sub-consultants that the 
Proponent proposes to use to carry out the Requirements. The City expects that the 
Proponent will engage the listed Sub-contractors and no others in their stead without prior 
written authorization of the City. (For contractual requirements, Proponents should note the 
relevant sections of the sample Form of Agreement.   

The City reserves the right to object to any of the Sub-contractors listed in a Proposal. If the 
City objects to a listed Sub-contractor then the City will permit a Proponent to, within seven 
(7) calendar days, propose a substitute Subcontractor acceptable to the City. A Proponent will 
not be required to make such a substitution and, if the City objects to a listed Subcontractor, 
the Proponent may, rather than propose a substitute Subcontractor, consider its Proposal 
rejected by the City and by written notice withdraw its Proposal.  

If no Sub-contractors will be used, indicate “Not Applicable”. 

Company Name, 
Address 

Contact Name and 
Telephone Number Area of Responsibility 

   

   

   

   

 
 



PS10018  APPENDIX 1 

FORM OF AGREEMENT 

JANITORIAL AND CLEANING SUPPLIES  

 

THIS AGREEMENT made as of ________, 20__ (the “Effective Date”) 

BETWEEN: 
 

CITY OF VANCOUVER, a municipal corporation continued under the 
Vancouver Charter and having an office at 453 West 12th Avenue, 
Vancouver, British Columbia, V5Y 1V4 
 
(the “City”) 

AND:  
 

[INSERT LEGAL NAME OF COMPANY], a company having an office 
at [INSERT ADDRESS]  
(the “Supplier”) 

 

WHEREAS: 

A. The City requires the supply, delivery and installation [INSERT SERVICES] services 
described herein and wishes to engage the Supplier to perform said services. 

B. The Supplier has agreed to perform the said supply, delivery and installation services in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration for the mutual covenants and promises made by the parties 
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby 
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

1.1 Definitions.  In this Agreement, the following words and terms, unless the context otherwise 
requires, will have the meanings set out below: 

(a) “Additional Compensation” has the meaning set out in Section 5.1; 

(b) “Agreement” means this Janitorial Supplies Agreement inclusive of all schedules, 
appendices or exhibits attached hereto, as may be amended from time to time; 

(c) “Applicable Laws” means all statutes, regulations, by-laws, codes, rules, notices, 
orders, directives, standards and requirements of every competent federal, provincial, 
regional, municipal and other statutory authority applicable to the Supplier, any 
Subcontractor and the Services, all as may be in force from time to time; 

(d) “Business Day” means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday 
observed in British Columbia; 

(e) “Completion Date” has the meaning set out in Section 8.1; 
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(f) “Contract Documents” means this Agreement, the Proposal, the RFP PS10018 and 
such other documents as listed in this Agreement, including all amendments or 
addenda agreed to between the parties; 

(g) “Delivery and Installation Services” has the meaning set out in Section 2 of 
Schedule A; 

(h) “Delivery Date” has the meaning set out in Section 8.1; 

(i) “Effective Date” has the meaning set out above, and means the first day of the Term; 

(j) “Event of Default” has the meaning set out in Section 23.2 of this Agreement; 

(k) “Contractor or Supplier” means the proponent whose Proposal the City has accepted 
and to whom the Contract has been awarded; 

(l) “HST” means the tax payable and imposed pursuant to Part IX of the Excise Tax Act 
(Canada), as amended, including any provincial component collected by Canada on 
behalf of British Columbia, and any successor legislation thereto; 

(m) “Losses” means in respect of any matter all: 

(i) direct or indirect, as well as 

(ii) consequential, 

claims, demands, proceedings, losses, damages, liabilities, deficiencies, costs and 
expenses (including without limitation all legal and other professional fees and 
disbursements, interest, penalties and amounts paid in settlement whether from a 
third person or otherwise); 

(n) “Manufacturer” in respect of a particular Good means the manufacturer of that Good; 

(o) “Pre-Delivery Services” has the meaning set out in Section 1 of Schedule A; 

(p) “Premises” means [INSERT ADDRESS] 

(q) “Products” means the [INSERT DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS] to be supplied to the City 
by the Supplier, as more particularly set out in Schedule B of this Agreement; 

(r) “Product Specifications” has the meaning set out in Section 6.1; 

(s) “Project” means [INSERT PROJECT DESCRIPTION]; 

(t) “Project Manager” is the person designated by each of the parties to administer this 
Agreement on their behalf and is named in Section 25 of this Agreement, and is subject 
to change in accordance with Section 25.5 of this Agreement; 

(u) “Proposal” means the response to the RFP submitted by the Supplier on [INSERT 
DATE] together with all correspondence between the City and the Supplier related 
thereto; 

(v)  “Purchase Order” has the meaning set out in Section 9.1; 

(w) “RFP” means Request for Proposals PS10018 issued on ____________; 
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(x) “Services” has the meaning set out in Section 4.1; 

(y) “Standard of Work” means the highest of: 

(i) the standard imposed by law; 

(ii) the standard prescribed by the professional and regulatory bodies in the 
applicable profession, field or discipline;  

(iii) the standard set forth in the Proposal; 

(iv) the standard set forth in the RFP; and 

(v) the standard otherwise prescribed in this Agreement; 

(z) “Supplier’s Personnel” means the Supplier’s staff who are assigned to this Agreement 
to undertake the Services; 

(aa) “Supplier’s Facility” means the Supplier’s business premises; 

(bb) “Subcontractors” means the independent consultants, agents, associates, 
subcontractors and other third parties retained by the Supplier to assist in the 
performance of the Services; 

(cc) “Tax” means HST and any other similar tax; 

(dd) “Tax Legislation” includes the Income Tax Act (Canada), Excise Tax Act (Canada), and 
all other similar legislation in effect from time to time;  

(ee) “Term” has the meaning set out in Section 4.3; and 

(ff)  “WorkSafeBC Legislation” means the Workers Compensation Act (British Columbia) 
and all regulations enacted pursuant to the Workers Compensation Act (British 
Columbia). 

1.2 Interpretation.  In this Agreement, including the recitals, Schedules and appendices to this 
Agreement, except as expressly stated to the contrary or the context otherwise requires: 

(a) the recitals and headings to Sections and Schedules are for convenience and reference 
only and will not affect the interpretation of this Agreement;  

(b) each reference in this Agreement to “Section” or “Schedule” is to a Section of and a 
Schedule to, this Agreement; 

(c) each reference to a statute is deemed to be a reference to that statute and any 
successor statute, and to any regulations, rules, policies and criteria made under that 
statute and any successor statute, each as amended or re-enacted from time to time; 

(d) each reference to a rule, guideline, policy, regulation or directive is deemed to be a 
reference to any successor or replacement of such rule, guideline, policy, regulation or 
directive; 

(e) words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa and words importing 
gender include all genders; 
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(f) references to time of day or date mean the local date or time in Vancouver, British 
Columbia; 

(g) all references to money mean lawful currency of Canada; 

(h) the word “written” includes printed, typewritten, faxed, e-mailed or otherwise 
capable of being visibly reproduced at the point of reception and “in writing” has a 
corresponding meaning; and 

(i) the words “include” and “including” are to be construed as meaning “including, 
without limitation”. 

1.3 Contract Documents.  The terms and conditions of the Contract Documents, whether or not 
attached to this Agreement, will be deemed to be incorporated into this Agreement.  The 
Contract Documents are complementary, and what is called for by any one will be as binding as 
if called for by all.  In the event of any inconsistency or conflict between or among any of the 
Contract Documents, the Contract Documents will be interpreted in the following order from 
highest to lowest: 

(a) this Agreement including any amendments to this Agreement; 

(b) the schedules and appendices attached hereto including any amendments to the 
schedules and appendices attached hereto; 

(c) the Proposal; and 

(d) the RFP. 

2. SUPPLIER’S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

2.1 Representations and Warranties.  The Supplier represents and warrants that: 

(a) the Supplier has the full right, power, and authority to enter into this Agreement and 
to perform the Services; 

(b) the Supplier is a corporation duly incorporated, organized, validly existing and in good 
standing under the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation or continuance and is 
lawfully registered and licensed to do business in the Province of British Columbia; 

(c) the Supplier is not a party to or bound by any agreement (written or oral), indenture, 
instrument, licence, permit or understanding or other obligation or restriction under 
the terms of which the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Agreement does 
or will constitute or result in a violation or breach; 

(d) the Supplier has a valid City of Vancouver business licence and will maintain such 
business licence in good standing for the Term; 

(e) all statements made by the Supplier in its Proposal are true and accurate; 

(f) the Supplier is an authorized distributor of the Products; 

(g) the Supplier and the Supplier’s Personnel and Subcontractors have the skills, training, 
experience and expertise which are necessary to complete the Services in accordance 
with the terms of this Agreement; 
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(h) the Products meet or exceed the Product Specifications and the Supplier will install the 
Products in accordance with the Manufacturer’s recommendations and requirements; 
and 

(i) all Products will be new and the model approved by the City and free from defects 
and/or imperfections in material, workmanship or design. 

2.2 Survival.  The representation and warranties in Section 2.1 will survive the expiry or earlier 
termination of this Agreement. 

3. PURCHASE OF THE PRODUCTS 

3.1 Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the City agrees to purchase and the 
Supplier agrees to sell the Products listed in Schedule B of this Agreement to the City at and for 
the unit prices stated in Schedule B.  

4. SERVICES 

4.1 Description of Services.  In addition to selling the Products to the City, the Supplier will provide 
and be fully responsible for the following services (collectively, the “Services”), as may be 
modified or amended pursuant to the terms of this Agreement: 

(a) the Pre-Delivery Services and the Delivery and Installation Services described in 
Schedule A of this Agreement; 

(b) the services described elsewhere in this Agreement; 

(c) the services described in the RFP; 

(d) the services which the Supplier agreed to provide in the Proposal; and 

(e) any services not specifically covered in (a), (b), (c) or (d) above, but reasonably 
inferable therefrom, or reasonably necessary for the safe and efficient completion of 
the Services. 

4.2 Provision of Service Inputs and Personnel.  The Supplier will provide all labour, supervision, 
management, facilities, equipment, tools, supplies, fuel and materials necessary, appropriate 
or incidental to the proper and complete execution of the Services. Schedule A describes in 
general terms how the Supplier is to perform the Services.  However, if there is any 
discrepancy in the description of the requirements or any omission of criteria, whether or not 
identified by the City, which would be detrimental to the benefits intended to be provided to 
the City by this Agreement then the Supplier will rectify such discrepancy or omission to the 
satisfaction of the City without further compensation. 

4.3 Term. The Supplier will perform and complete the Services commencing on the Effective Date 
and in accordance with the City’s timetable indicated herein and in the RFP, ending on the 
date that the Services are completed to the satisfaction of the City (the “Term”). 

4.4 Standard of Care.  The Supplier will exercise such degree of care, skill, diligence and 
efficiency in the performance of the Services as is required by the Standard of Work.  The 
Supplier represents and warrants that it has all the skills, qualifications, certifications and 
experience necessary to perform the Services to the Standard of Work as contemplated by this 
Agreement and acknowledges that its skills, qualifications, certifications and experience were 
a major factor in the selection of the Supplier for the work set out in this Agreement.  The 
parties will act with utmost good faith towards each other in connection with this Agreement. 
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4.5 Remedy for Deficient Services.  Without limiting any other remedy which the City may have 
under this Agreement or at law, the Supplier at its sole cost upon written request of the City 
will rectify any of the Services which have not been performed in accordance with the care, 
skill, diligence and efficiency set out in Section 4.4 or which have not otherwise been 
performed in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, and will do all such things that may 
be reasonably required by the City to satisfy the City that the Services have been duly 
performed or rectified in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

4.6 Cooperation and Coordination Regarding Performance of Services. The Supplier will 
cooperate, and coordinate the performance of the Services with the City’s personnel and the 
City’s contractors, subcontractors, consultants and suppliers including the General Contractor 
and all other tradespersons at the Premises, with a view to optimizing efficiency, achieving 
cost reductions, ensuring safety, and minimizing delays.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 
Supplier will have no liability for the acts or omissions of any persons for whom it is not 
responsible under the terms of this Agreement or at law. 

5. CHANGES TO SERVICES 

5.1 Right to Make Changes.  The City may request that the Supplier perform additional work 
beyond the scope contemplated by the Contract Documents in which case the City and the 
Supplier will agree, in writing, upon a reasonable estimate of the time the additional services 
will require and the cost of such services (“Additional Compensation”).  Actual charges for the 
additional services will not exceed the amount of the Additional Compensation agreed upon 
between the City and the Supplier. 

5.2 Personnel.  The City may from time to time request reasonable changes to the Supplier’s 
Personnel, and the Supplier will comply with any such request.  The Supplier will not change 
any of the Supplier’s Personnel without the prior written approval of the City, which approval 
will not be unreasonably withheld. 

6. PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND DRAWINGS 

6.1 Requirements.  All Products supplied to the City by the Supplier pursuant to this Agreement 
must comply with the specifications, requirements and drawings set out in the Contract 
Documents or as otherwise agreed in writing between the City and the Supplier (the “Product 
Specifications”). 

7. COMPENSATION 

7.1 Fees for Services.  Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and in consideration 
for the satisfactory performance of the Services, the City will pay the Supplier for the Delivery 
and Installation Services in accordance with Schedule B of this Agreement.  Without limiting 
the Supplier’s obligation to perform all Services, the Supplier acknowledges that it will not 
invoice the City separately for any Services other than the Installation and Delivery Services 
and the cost of performing the Pre-Delivery Services and all other Services are deemed to be 
included in the fees for the Delivery and Installation Services. 

7.2 Product Prices.  The prices for the Products are set out in Schedule B and will remain fixed for 
a period of three (3) years from the Effective Date. Prices may be adjusted by mutual 
agreement by both the Contractor and the City, subject to documented proof which can be 
verified with an independent published source or mutually acceptable market index as related 
to the Product(s). 

7.3 Supplier’s Costs.  The fees for the Delivery and Installation Services and the prices for the 
Products set out in Schedule B include all of the Supplier’s profit and all of the Suppliers costs 
whatsoever, including storage, labour, supervision, management, facilities, overhead, office 
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expenses, equipment, transportation, fuel, delivery, brokerage costs, import duties, taxes 
(except HST on the Products and the Services, as applicable) tools, supplies and materials. 

7.4 Manner of Payment.  The Supplier will be paid on the basis and at the times set out in 
Schedule B and Section 17 of this Agreement. 

7.5 No Additional Compensation unless Pre-Approved.  No Additional Compensation whatsoever 
will be payable by the City for work performed by the Supplier which has not been approved in 
accordance with Section 5.1 hereof. 

8. SCHEDULE 

8.1 Delivery Date and Completion Date.  The Supplier will commence the Delivery and Installation 
Services on [INSERT DELVERY DATE] (the “Delivery Date”) and complete the Delivery and 
Installation Services to the satisfaction of the City by [INSERT COMPLETION DATE] (the 
“Completion Date”). 

8.2 Changes to Schedule.  The City may change the Delivery Date to account for changes in the 
Project schedule generally.  If the City changes the Delivery Date then the Completion Date 
will also change by a corresponding number of days and the City will give the Supplier written 
notice of such change.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Delivery Date will not occur before 
[INSERT DATE]. 

9. ORDERING PRODUCTS 

9.1 Purchase Order.  The City will issue a purchase order (the “Purchase Order”) for the Products 
that it wishes to purchase from the Supplier. 

9.2 Effect of Purchase Order.  In the event of any conflict between the terms of an individual 
Purchase Order and the terms of any other Contract Document, the terms of the other Contract 
Document will have priority. 

10. TITLE AND RISK 

10.1 Risk.  The Products will be at the Supplier’s sole risk for any loss or damage until the Supplier 
has completed the Delivery and Installation Services. 

10.2 Title.  Title to the Products will automatically pass to the City upon completion of the Delivery 
and Installation Services.  The Supplier will deliver to the City any documentation, including a 
bill of sale, which the City may reasonably require to evidence the transfer of title in and to 
the Products to the City, free and clear of all liens, charges and encumbrances. 

11. PRODUCT WARRANTY 

11.1 Warranty.  The Supplier will deliver to the City all such documentation as the City may 
reasonably require to evidence that the Products are subject to a Manufacturer’s warranty and 
if applicable, a Supplier’s extended warranty, on terms which are acceptable to the City.  If 
any warranties are issued to the Supplier and not the City, the Supplier will take all such 
further steps and actions as may be required to assign the benefit of such warranties to the 
City. 

11.2 Warranty Effective Date.  The warranty period for a Product will not commence prior to the 
Delivery Date. 
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12. EXCLUSIVITY 

12.1 Not an Exclusive Supply Contract.  If the Supplier is not able to:  

(a) supply a particular Product to the City;  

(b) supply the quantities of a Product required by the City;  

(c) deliver and install a particular Product in accordance with the deadlines set out in 
Section 8; 

(d) supply a Product to the City which meets the Product Specifications for such Product; 

(e) perform any of the Services when and where required by the City, or 

then in each such case, the City will be entitled, in its sole discretion, to purchase the 
particular Product or services from any other supplier. 

13. SUBCONTRACTORS 

13.1 Use of Subcontractors.  The Supplier may retain Subcontractors to assist in the performance of 
the Services, provided that: 

(a) the Supplier will not subcontract all or substantially all of the Services to a 
Subcontractor; 

(b) the Supplier will require that the terms of this Agreement apply to the  Subcontractors; 
and 

(c) the Supplier will be wholly responsible for the professional standards,  performance, 
acts, defaults and neglects of such Subcontractors. 

13.2 Standard of Care of Subcontractors.  The Supplier represents to the City that all 
Subcontractors are competent and have the qualifications, designations, experience and 
capabilities necessary to carry out the Services to the Standard of Work.  The Supplier will 
cause all Subcontractors to exercise the degree of care, skill, diligence and efficiency in the 
performance of the Services as is required by the Standard of Work. 

13.3 Subcontractor Approvals.  The Supplier will only retain Subcontractors approved by the City in 
writing.  

13.4 Subcontractor Changes. The Supplier will not change any Subcontractor without the prior 
written approval of the City.  The City may, from time to time, where it reasonably believes 
performance to the Standard of Work is not being met by any Subcontractor(s), request 
changes to the Supplier’s Subcontractors, and the Supplier will comply with any such request. 

14. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND TAXES 

14.1 Compliance with Laws.  In carrying out its obligations hereunder, the Supplier will comply 
with, and will cause all Subcontractors to comply with, all Applicable Laws. 

14.2 Regulatory Compliance.  The Supplier will upon request by the City provide certificates of 
compliance from regulatory bodies or other evidence of compliance, including as pertaining to 
any of the Subcontractors.  The Supplier accepts full and exclusive responsibility and liability, 
and will cause all Subcontractors to accept full and exclusive responsibility and liability, for 
payment of federal and provincial payroll taxes and for contributions for employment 
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insurance, old age pensions, retirement annuities, workers’ compensation, health and 
hospitalization plans and other benefits expressed under any provision of any law or any 
agreement to which the Supplier and the Subcontractors are subject. 

14.3 Permits and Licenses.  The Supplier represents and warrants that it has obtained and is in 
compliance with all requisite permits, professional designations, authorizations and licenses 
necessary for the Supplier to supply the Products and provide the Services. 

15. POLICIES, RULES AND REGULATIONS 

15.1 Rules and Procedures.  The City may prescribe, and the Supplier will comply with (and cause 
any person for whom it is responsible at law or pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement to 
comply with) all rules, regulations, policies and procedures from time to time for: 

(a) matters pertaining to safety and security, including data and network security and 
issuance of passes, vehicle operating permits, keys, badges, and like devices; 

(b) environmental matters;  

(c) accessibility matters; 

(d) sustainability matters; 

(e) the use of specific materials, goods or services; 

(f) public information and communications; and 

(g) such other matters as the City may from time to time deem necessary or desirable in 
its reasonable determination. 

15.2 Changes to Rules and Procedures.  The City may at any time upon notice to the Supplier 
amend the rules, regulations, policies and procedures relating to the Services, and may at any 
time prescribe specific stipulations regarding the Services applicable to the Supplier and its 
Subcontractors. 

15.3 Safety.  The Supplier acknowledges the City’s commitment to a superior standard of workplace 
safety. In addition to complying with all of the Supplier’s health and safety obligations 
specified in this Agreement or otherwise prescribed by Applicable Law, the Supplier agrees to 
provide support for the City’s safety objectives by making efforts to elevate the priority it 
places on the creation of a safe work environment and embedding health and safety principles 
into its work. 

16. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES 

16.1 Status.  The Supplier is engaged as an independent contractor to the City for the sole purpose 
of supplying the Products and providing the Services. Neither the Supplier nor any of the 
Supplier’s personnel is engaged as an official, officer, employee, servant or agent of the City, 
and neither the Supplier nor any of the Supplier’s personnel will enter into or purport to enter 
into any contract or subcontract on behalf of the City.  All Subcontractors will be consultants, 
agents, associates or subcontractors, as the case may be, of the Supplier and will not be 
consultants, agents, associates or subcontractors of the City.  It is understood and agreed that 
the Supplier will act as an independent contractor to the City and that no joint venture, 
partnership or principal-and-agent relationship exists between them in connection with this 
Agreement or otherwise, and the parties covenant that they will not assert otherwise.  It is 
further understood and agreed that the Supplier is entitled to no other benefits or payments 
whatsoever other than those specified in this Agreement. 
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16.2 No Acceptance of Advantages or Benefits.  Neither the Supplier, nor any of its agents or 
employees (including any Subcontractors) will give or offer to give to the City or any official, 
officer, employee or agent of the City any gratuity, reward, advantage or benefit of any kind as 
consideration for doing or forbearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, any act in 
connection with this Agreement or the Services.  Contravention of this provision will be 
deemed an Event of Default (as defined in Section 23.2) and will permit the City to terminate 
this Agreement pursuant to Section 23.1(b). 

16.3 No Conflicts of Interest.  The Supplier declares that to the best of its knowledge the Supplier 
and its Subcontractors, and their respective directors, officers, employees and agents, have no 
pecuniary interest or any other current or past interest or dealings, including with any officials, 
officers or employees of the City, that would cause a conflict of interest or be seen to cause a 
conflict of interest in carrying out the Services.  Should such a conflict or potential conflict 
arise during the term of this Agreement, the Supplier will declare it immediately in writing to 
the City.  The City may direct the Supplier to resolve any conflict or potential conflict to the 
satisfaction of the City.  The Supplier warrants that neither the Supplier nor any of its 
Subcontractors, or any of their respective directors, officers, employees or agents, has any 
predisposition, affinity or association with any third party which would impair or qualify the 
provision of the Services  

16.4 No Third Party Rights.  Except as expressly set forth herein, nothing in this Agreement will be 
construed to give any rights or benefits to anyone other than the City and the Supplier. 

17. PAYMENT 

17.1 Invoicing.  The City will not be required to make any payment to the Supplier under this 
Agreement until the Supplier delivers the Products to the Premises and completes the 
Installation and Delivery Services to the satisfaction of the City.  Upon the City confirming that 
a particular Product has been delivered to the Premises and that the Installation and Delivery 
Services for that Product have been completed to the satisfaction of the City, the Contractor 
will invoice the City in full for such Products and Installation and Delivery Services.   

17.2 Submission of Invoices.  Subject to Section 17.1, the Supplier will submit invoices to the City 
in respect of the Products and the completion of the Installation and Delivery Services by the 
Supplier in accordance with the prices set forth in Schedule B.  Each invoice will be clearly 
itemized to show this contract number, the Delivery and Installation Services performed, 
amount of Products delivered, the HST, if applicable, and the Supplier’s HST registration 
number. 

17.3 Address for Invoices.  All invoices will be directed to the following address: 

CITY OF VANCOUVER 
[INSERT APPLICABLE ADDRESS] 
Attention: [INSERT CONTACT]. 

or such other address as the City may communicate to the Supplier from time to time. 

17.4 Time for Payment.  Except for any amounts which the City is in good faith disputing, any set 
off which the City may claim, any amounts in respect of which the City has requested and not 
received supporting evidence under Section 17.5, and any holdback required to be made under 
Applicable Law, the City will pay invoices submitted by the Supplier within 30 days of receipt 
thereof. 

17.5 Maintenance of Records.  The Supplier will keep, and will cause any Subcontractors to keep, 
books, records, documents, invoices, receipts and other evidence relevant to the purchase of 
the Products by the City and the provision of the Services in accordance with generally 
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accepted accounting principles and practices consistently applied.  The City and any of its duly 
authorized representatives will, for the purpose of audit and examination, have access to and 
be permitted, upon reasonable notice to the Supplier, to inspect such books, records, 
documents and other evidence for review, copying and audit at any time and from time to time 
while this Agreement is in effect and for a period of three years after the expiry or termination 
of this Agreement for any reason. 

18. WORKSAFEBC COMPLIANCE 

18.1 Prior to commencing the Services, the Supplier must provide evidence that it is in good 
standing with WorkSafeBC. 

18.2 Payment of WorkSafeBC Assessments – The Supplier agrees that it will at its own expense 
procure and carry or cause to be procured and carried and paid for, full WorkSafeBC coverage 
for itself and all workers, employees, servants and others engaged in or upon the Services.  The 
Supplier agrees that the City has the unfettered right to set off the amount of any unpaid 
premiums and assessments for such WorkSafeBC coverage against any monies owing by the City 
to the Supplier.  The City will have the right to withhold payment under this Agreement until 
the WorkSafeBC premiums, assessments or penalties in respect of the Services have been paid 
in full. 

(a) Initial Proof of WorkSafeBC Registration/Good Standing – Within five (5) Business 
Days of the Effective Date, the Supplier will provide the City with the Supplier's and all 
Subcontractors WorkSafeBC registration numbers and with written confirmation from 
WorkSafeBC that the Supplier and all Subcontractors are registered and in good 
standing with WorkSafeBC and that all premiums, assessments and penalties have been 
paid to date. 

(b) Subsequent Proof of WorkSafeBC Registration/Good Standing - Within five (5) 
Business Days of a request by the City the Supplier will provide the City with written 
confirmation from WorkSafeBC that the Supplier and all Subcontractors are registered 
and in good standing with WorkSafeBC and that all premiums, assessments and 
penalties have been paid to date. 

(c) Special Indemnity Against WorkSafeBC Non-Compliance – The Supplier will indemnify 
and hold harmless the City from and against all manner of claims, demands, costs, 
losses, penalties and proceedings arising out of or in any way related to: 

(i) unpaid WorkSafeBC assessments of the Supplier or any other employer for 
whom the Supplier is responsible under this Agreement; 

(ii) the acts or omissions of any person engaged directly or indirectly by the 
Supplier in the performance of the Services, or for whom the Supplier is 
responsible at law and which acts or omissions are or are alleged by 
WorkSafeBC to constitute a breach of WorkSafeBC Legislation or any other 
failure to observe the safety rules, regulations and practices of WorkSafeBC, 
including any and all fines and penalties levied by WorkSafeBC, or 

(iii) any breach of this Section 18. 

This indemnity will survive the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement. 

19. INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY 

19.1 Supplier’s Insurance.  Without limiting any of its obligations or liabilities under this 
Agreement, the Supplier will obtain and continuously carry and will cause its Subcontractors to 
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obtain and continuously carry during the term of the Agreement at its own expense and cost, 
the following insurance coverages with minimum limits of not less than those shown in the 
respective items set out below: 

(a) Commercial General Liability insurance in sufficient amounts and description to protect 
the Supplier, its Subcontractors, the City and their respective officers, officials, 
employees, and agents against claims for damages, personal injury including death, 
bodily injury and property damage which may arise under this Agreement. 

The limit of commercial general liability insurance will be not less than $5,000,000 per 
occurrence, or such higher amount as the City may require from time to time, inclusive 
for personal injury, death, bodily injury or property damage and in the aggregate with 
respect to products and complete operations.  The deductible will not exceed $5,000 
per occurrence. 

The policy of insurance will: 

(i) be on an occurrence form; 

(ii) add the City of Vancouver and its officials, officers, employees and agents as 
additional insureds; 

(iii) contain a cross-liability or severability of interest clause; 

(iv) extend to cover non-owned automobile, contingent employer’s liability, 
blanket contractual liability, contractor’s protective liability, broad form 
property damage, broad form completed operations and operations of attached 
machinery. 

(b) Automobile insurance covering all vehicles owned, leased or operated by the Supplier 
in connection with this Agreement including Third Party Legal Liability Insurance in an 
amount not less that $5,000,000 per occurrence, or such higher amount as the City may 
require from time to time. 

(c) All-Risks property insurance covering the Supplier’s property of every description 
containing a provision in which the insurer waives all rights which it may acquire by 
payment of a claim to recover the paid amount from the City or its officials, officers, 
employees or agents (a “Waiver of Subrogation”). 

19.2 All insurance policies required by this Agreement will be in a form, in amounts and with 
insurers acceptable to the City’s Director of Risk Management.  All polices will provide that the 
insurer will provide the Manager, Facility Development with sixty (60) days prior written notice 
of any material change, lapse or cancellation of the policy. Notice must identify the contract 
title, number, policy holder, and scope of work. 

19.3 The Supplier and each of its Subcontractors will provide at its own cost any additional 
insurance which it is required by law to provide or which it considers necessary. 

19.4 Neither the providing of insurance by the Supplier in accordance with this Agreement, nor the 
insolvency, bankruptcy or the failure of any insurance company to pay any claim accruing will 
be held to relieve the Supplier from any other provisions of the Contract Documents with 
respect to liability of the Supplier or otherwise. 

19.5 The insurance coverage will be primary insurance as respects the City.  Any insurance or self-
insurance maintained by or on behalf of the City or its officers, officials, employees, or agents 
will be excess of the Supplier’s insurance and will not contribute with it. 
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19.6 Prior to the Effective Date, the Supplier will provide the City with evidence of all required 
insurance to be taken out in the form of a “Certificate of Insurance” (on the City’s form) and 
supported by a certified copy(s) of the policy(s). The Certificate of Insurance will identify the 
contract title, number, policyholder and scope of work and must not contain any qualifications 
or disclaimers.  The Supplier will provide proof of insurance, in the form of a Certificate of 
Insurance or certified copies of all insurance policies to the Manager, [INSERT DEPARTMENT 
NAME] at any time during the Term immediately upon request. 

19.7 The Supplier will provide in its agreements with its Subcontractors clauses in the same form as 
in this Section 19.  Upon request, the Supplier will deposit with the Manager, [INSERT 
DEPARTMENT NAME] detailed certificates of insurance for the policies it has obtained from its 
Subcontractors and a copy of the applicable insurance clauses from its sub-contract 
agreements. 

19.8 The Supplier will ensure that the required insurance is provided only by a company duly 
registered and authorized to conduct insurance business in the Province of British Columbia. 

19.9 Responsibility and Liability.  The Supplier hereby assumes the entire responsibility and 
liability for all damage and injury of any kind and nature whatsoever, caused by, resulting 
from, arising out of, incidental to, or accruing in connection with any wilful misconduct or 
negligent act, error or omission of the Supplier or any person for whom the Supplier is 
responsible at law or pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 

19.10 Indemnity.  The Supplier will defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City and all of its past 
and present directors, officers, officials, employees, agents and representatives from and 
against all Losses, of any nature or kind whatsoever, either before or after the expiration or 
termination of this Agreement, arising out of or in connection with: 

(a) the performance of the Services by the Supplier or the failure by the Supplier to 
perform the Services; 

(b) any wilful misconduct or any negligent act, error or omission of the Supplier or any 
person for whom the Supplier is responsible at law or pursuant to the provisions of this 
Agreement, including without limitation, injury or death to anyone, loss or damage to 
property of any person, any claim or matter in dispute between the Supplier and any 
Subcontractor, and any failure or deficiency by the Supplier or any Subcontractor in 
providing the Services; 

(c) any infringement or alleged infringement of any copyright, patent, trademark, 
industrial design, trade secret or other intellectual property rights of any person, or of 
any obligation of confidentiality, in connection with the Services and or the sale of the 
Products to the City; and 

(d) any claim which may be made for a lien or charge at law or in equity or to any claim or 
liability under the Builders Lien Act, or to any attachment for debt, garnishee process 
or otherwise. 

This indemnity will survive the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement. 

19.11 Discharge of Liens.  The Contractor will make all payments and take all other steps which may be 
necessary to insure that all monies payable under this Agreement, the Products and any land 
owned by the City, will be and remain at all times free from and not liable to any lien or charge at 
law or in equity, or to any claim of liability under the Builders Lien Act, or to any attachment for 
debt, garnishee process or otherwise, and the Supplier will fully defend, indemnify and hold 
harmless the City and all of its past and present directors, officers, officials, employees, agents 
and representatives from and against all Losses relating to such matters, and will , on demand, 
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immediately cause any such lien, charge, claim or attachment to be removed or released from the 
records of the Land Title Office or court in which the same may appear. 

19.12 Rectification of Damage.  The Supplier will rectify any loss or damage caused by the Supplier 
in the performance of the Services at no charge to the City and to the satisfaction of the City.  
Alternatively, the City may repair the loss or damage and the Supplier will then pay to the City 
the costs of repairing the loss or damage promptly upon demand by the City.  Where, in the 
opinion of the City it is not practical or desirable to repair the loss or damage, the City may 
estimate the cost of repairing the loss or damage and deduct such estimated amount from any 
amount owing to the Supplier. 

20. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT 

20.1 The Supplier acknowledges that the City is subject to the Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act (British Columbia), which imposes significant obligations on the City’s 
contractors to protect all personal information acquired from the City in the course of 
providing any service to the City. 

21. NO PROMOTION 

21.1 No Promotion of Relationship.  The Supplier will not disclose or promote its relationship with 
the City, including by means of any verbal declarations, announcements, sales, marketing or 
other literature, letters, client lists, press releases, brochures or other written materials (the 
“Communications") without the express prior written consent of the City (except as may be 
necessary for the Supplier to perform the Supplier’s obligations under the terms of this 
Agreement). 

The Supplier undertakes not to disclose or promote its relationship with the City in any 
Communications in a manner which could suggest or create an association, express or implied, 
between the Supplier and the International Olympic Committee, the 2010 Olympic and 
Paralympic Winter Games, the Olympic Movement or the Vancouver Organizing Committee for 
the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games (also known as "VANOC"). Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, the Supplier will not refer to “VANOC”, “Vancouver 2010”, the 
"2010 Games", the "Games", "Host City", "Olympic" or "Olympics", and will not use any official 
emblem, logo or mascot of the 2010 Games or the City, in any Communications, without the 
express prior written consent of the City, which consent may be arbitrarily withheld. 

22. SUSTAINABILITY 

22.1 The Supplier acknowledges the City’s commitment to sustainability.  The Supplier agrees that 
it will not use any products, supplies or chemicals in the course of performing the Services 
which have not been approved in writing by the City. 

 
22.2 As the City Contractor, your performance during all contractual obligations will be critical to 

the City’s sustainable and ethical commitments.  As such, you must be aware of and follow the 
City of Vancouver’s sustainable and ethical requirements set out in the Procurement Policy and 
related Supplier Code of Conduct at http://vancouver.ca/policy_pdf/AF01401P1.pdf. 

23. TERMINATION 

23.1 Rights of Termination. This Agreement may be terminated before completion of the Services 
and before the expiry of the Term, anything to the contrary herein notwithstanding, as follows: 

(a) by the City, at its option and for any reason in its sole discretion, upon 15 Business 
Days’ notice to the Supplier; or 
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(b) by the City at its option, at any time after the happening of an Event of Default. 

23.2 Events of Default.  For the purposes hereof, an “Event of Default” will be deemed to occur if: 

(a) the Supplier is in breach of any covenant, obligation or representation hereunder and 
such breach persists unremedied for a period of ten (10) Business Days after the City 
has provided the Supplier with written notice of and particulars of the breach or 
alleged breach, provided that the City may terminate without providing a cure period 
with respect to actions of the Supplier that are part of a continuing course of conduct 
in respect of which prior written notice has been given; 

(b) any Product which the Supplier has agreed to supply to the City does not meet the 
Product Specifications for that Product as determined by the City; 

(c) the Supplier is not able to supply any Product by the Delivery Date or complete the 
Delivery and Installation Services by the Completion Date; 

(d) there occurs or, in the reasonable opinion of the City, there exists a threat of, a strike, 
lockout, work slowdown, labour disturbance, or refusal to work by the employees or 
Subcontractors of the Supplier; 

(e) the Supplier is adjudged bankrupt, becomes insolvent or unable to discharge its 
liabilities as they become due, makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors, is 
subject to the appointment of a receiver, or a petition of bankruptcy is made against 
it; or 

(f) any Subcontractor becomes insolvent or unable to discharge its liabilities as they 
become due or makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors or a petition of 
bankruptcy is made against it, and such situation will, in the City’s reasonable 
determination, have an adverse impact on the delivery of the Services. 

23.3 Termination Payment.  Where this Agreement is terminated under Section 23.1, the City will 
pay to the Supplier such part of the compensation as the City, acting reasonably, determines 
has been earned by the Supplier to the date of termination less any amounts held by the City 
on account of damages, losses or costs resulting from an Event of Default.  Payment pursuant 
to this Section will not include any amounts for lost revenue or lost profit of the Supplier.  
Upon the termination of this Agreement and payment as required hereunder, the City will have 
no further obligation or liability to the Supplier with respect to compensation payable to the 
Supplier hereunder and may as a condition of final payment under this Agreement require the 
Supplier to execute and deliver a release and discharge in favour of the City in relation to the 
compensation payable to the Supplier hereunder. 

23.4 Remedy for Default.  In the case of an Event of Default or if the Supplier fails to supply and 
provide the Services or any part thereof in accordance with this Agreement, the City may, 
without limiting any other rights it may have, remedy any deficiency and may engage others to 
do so, and may charge against the Supplier all extra costs and expenses in doing so.  The City 
will be under no obligation to remedy any failure or deficiency on the part of the Supplier and 
will not incur any liability to the Supplier for any action or omission in the course of its 
remedying or attempting to remedy any such failure or deficiency. 

23.5 Effect of Termination.  Termination of this Agreement for any reason will not prejudice, limit 
or affect any claim or matter outstanding prior to termination or obligations consequent upon 
termination or which by their nature survive termination as provided for herein. 

23.6 Suspension of Services.  The City may, at any time and from time to time by delivery of notice 
in writing to the Supplier, suspend the performance of the Services for the period of time 
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specified in such notice.  In that event the City will pay to the Supplier such part of the 
compensation as can reasonably be considered to have been earned by the Supplier to the date 
of the suspension, and any costs or expenses directly incurred and not reasonably avoidable as 
a result of such suspension.  The Supplier will have no claim against the City for any costs, 
expenses, damages or other liabilities suffered or incurred by the Supplier as a result of any 
suspension hereunder unless otherwise agreed by the City in writing. 

24. ASSIGNMENT 

24.1 No Assignment by Supplier without Consent.  The Supplier will not assign this Agreement, in 
whole or in part, or any payments due or to become due under this Agreement, either 
voluntarily, involuntarily or by operation of law, without the express prior written consent of 
the City, which consent may be unreasonably or arbitrarily withheld. 

24.2 Change of Control.  If the Supplier is a company, then any change in the control of the 
company will be deemed to constitute an assignment for the purposes of Section 24.1. 

24.3 Effect of Assignment.  No assignment permitted by the City will relieve the Supplier from any 
obligation under this Agreement or impose any liability upon the City. 

24.4 Assignment by the City.  The City may at any time and from time to time assign this 
Agreement, in whole or in part, upon notice to (and without the consent of) the Supplier. 

25. CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 

25.1 City Project Manager.  For the purposes of this Agreement, the City designates [INSERT NAME] 
or their delegate as its Project Manager. 

25.2 Supplier Project Manager.  For the purposes of this Agreement, the Supplier designates 
[INSERT NAME]  as its Project Manager. 

25.3 The Project Manager will be the primary point of contact for each party in the administration 
of this Agreement. 

25.4 The Supplier’s Project Manager will meet with the City’s Project Manager(s) on a regular basis 
and at the time and place requested by the City to address any issues which may arise under 
this Agreement. 

25.5 Changes in Project Manager.  Either party may change its Project Manager and/or its Project 
Manager's address, telephone and/or fax number by written notice to the other party given in 
accordance with Section 26.1 of this Agreement. 

26. NOTICES 

26.1 Addresses for Notice.  Any notice required or permitted to be given by one party to another 
pursuant to this Agreement must be in writing and will be validly given if delivered, 
transmitted by facsimile or mailed in British Columbia by pre-paid registered post to the 
parties as follows: 

TO THE CITY: 

CITY OF VANCOUVER 
[INSERT DEPARTMENT NAME] 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
 
Attention: [INSERT NAME] 
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Fax: [INSERT FAX] 

TO THE SUPPLIER: 

[INSERT NAME] 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 

Attention: [INSERT NAME] 
Fax: [INSERT FAX] 

or to such other person or address as one party may advise the other in writing from 
time to time.  Any notice given in accordance with this or any other provision of this 
Agreement is deemed to be received on the day of delivery or transmission by facsimile 
if a Business Day and if not a Business Day then on the next Business Day or if mailed, 
on the third Business Day following the posting thereof, provided that if there is a 
postal strike, dispute or slowdown, notices will only be effective if delivered or 
transmitted by facsimile. 

26.2 Notice of Actions against Supplier.  The Supplier will provide written notice to both the City’s 
Project Manager at the address set out in Section 26.1 and the City of Vancouver’s Director of 
Legal Services at: 

CITY OF VANCOUVER 
453 West 12th Avenue 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
V5Y 1V4 
 
Attention: Director of Legal Services 
Fax: (604) 873-7445 

immediately upon the written threat or commencement of any actions brought against the 
Supplier or any of its Subcontractors or their respective affiliates, the outcome of which may 
affect the rights of the City or the ability of the Supplier to comply with its obligations under 
this Agreement. 

27. TIME FOR PERFORMANCE 

27.1 Time of the Essence.  Time will be of the essence of this Agreement. 

27.2 Unavoidable Delay.  Notwithstanding Section 27.1, except for the performance of obligations 
to pay money, the time periods for the City and the Supplier’s performance under this 
Agreement will be extended for periods of time during which their performance is delayed or 
prevented due to an Unavoidable Delay.  For the purposes of this Section, an “Unavoidable 
Delay” means any circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the party trying to perform 
(such as, for example, acts of God, war or other strife or governmental action) but in the case 
of the Supplier, expressly excludes any and all delays caused by the Supplier’s lack of financial 
resources or insolvency, strikes, lockouts or other withdrawals of services arising out of a 
labour dispute (including a strike, lockout, or other labour dispute involving the Vancouver 
Board of Parks and Recreation and/or the City of Vancouver and their respective employees) or 
labour affiliations of the Supplier's employees or Subcontractors’ employees, or governmental 
action taken in the enforcement of law specifically against the Supplier or its Subcontractors.  
If an Unavoidable Delay occurs, the non-performing party will, as soon as possible after the 
occurrence of the Unavoidable Delay, give written notice to the other party describing the 
circumstances preventing continued performance and the efforts being made to resume 
performance of its obligations under this Agreement. 
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28. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

28.1 All claims, disputes or issues in dispute between the City and the Supplier in relation to this 
Agreement will be decided by mediation or arbitration, if the parties agree, or failing 
agreement, by the courts pursuant to Section 28.5. 

28.2 Subject to Section 28.7, in the event that (i) the parties agree to arbitration pursuant to 
Section 28.1, the arbitration will be conducted pursuant to the Commercial Arbitration Act  
(British Columbia) and will be governed by the rules of the British Columbia International 
Commercial Arbitration Centre, except that the arbitrator or arbitrators will be agreed upon by 
the parties, and failing agreement by the parties, will be appointed by a court of competent 
jurisdiction within the Province of British Columbia.  The parties will share equally the costs of 
the arbitration but will be responsible for their own separate costs and expenses in relation to 
the arbitration including legal fees and disbursements. 

28.3 If the parties agree to arbitration, the arbitration will take place in Vancouver, British 
Columbia and will be governed by the laws of British Columbia. 

28.4 The procedure set out in this section is not meant to preclude or discourage informal resolution 
of disagreements between the City and the Supplier.  

28.5 The laws of British Columbia will govern all disputes under this Agreement and the courts of 
British Columbia will have exclusive jurisdiction to determine all disputes arising under this 
Agreement unless and until the parties agree in writing to mediate or arbitrate any specific 
dispute. 

28.6 All provisions of the International Sale of Goods Act (British Columbia) are specifically excluded 
from application to this Agreement. 

28.7 No arbitration pursuant to Section 28.2 will be binding on the City (but will, at the City’s 
option be binding on the Supplier) until the Supplier has permitted the City to conduct an audit 
of the Supplier’s records pursuant to generally accepted auditing standards. 

29. GENERAL 

29.1 City Information/Approval.  No reviews, approvals or inspections carried out or information 
supplied by the City will derogate from the duties and obligations of the Supplier (with respect 
to designs, reviews, inspections, approvals or otherwise), and all responsibility related to the 
Services will be and remain with the Supplier.  For greater certainty, any information provided 
by the City to the Supplier, whether under the RFP or under this Agreement, including any 
studies, reports, plans, drawings, or specifications, is provided to the Supplier for information 
purposes only and must be independently verified by the Supplier unless the City otherwise 
agrees in writing. 

29.2 No Waiver.  No action or failure to act by the City will constitute a waiver of any right or duty 
under this Agreement, or constitute an approval or acquiescence in any breach thereunder, 
except as may be specifically agreed in writing by the City. 

29.3 Severability.  The invalidity, illegality or unenforceability of any portion or provision of this 
Agreement or the occurrence of any event rendering any portion or provision of this Agreement 
void will in no way affect the validity or enforceability of any other portion or provision of this 
Agreement.  Any void portion or provision will be deemed severed from this Agreement and the 
balance of this Agreement will be construed and enforced as if this Agreement did not contain 
the particular portion or provision held to be void. The parties further agree to amend this 
Agreement to replace any stricken provision with a valid provision that comes as close as 
possible to the intent of the stricken position. 
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29.4 Governing Law.  This Agreement will be construed under and according to the laws of the 
Province of British Columbia. 

29.5 Remedies Cumulative.  The remedies of the parties provided for in this Agreement are 
cumulative and are in addition to any remedies available to the parties at law or in equity.  No 
remedy will be deemed to exclude or restrict the right of a party to any other remedies against 
the other party and a party may from time to time have recourse to one or more of the 
remedies specified in this Agreement or at law notwithstanding the termination of this 
Agreement. 

29.6 Further Assurances.  Each party will execute such further and other documents and 
instruments and do such further and other acts as may be necessary to implement and carry 
out the provisions and intent of this Agreement. 

29.7 Entire Agreement.  The Contract Documents constitute the entire agreement between the 
parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supersede all previous communications, 
representations and agreements, whether oral or written, with respect to the subject matter 
hereof. 

29.8 Amendment.  This Agreement will not be amended except as specifically agreed in writing by 
both the City and the Supplier. 

29.9 Joint and Several Liability of Joint Venture Participants.  If the Supplier is a joint venture of 
two or more entities, it is understood and agreed that the grants, covenants, provisos, claims, 
rights, powers, privileges and liabilities of the Supplier will be joint and several. 

29.10 Enurement.  This Agreement will enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the City and the 
Supplier and their respective heirs, executors, legal representatives, administrators, successors 
and permitted assigns. 

29.11 Schedules and Appendices.  The Schedules and appendices attached hereto are hereby 
incorporated by reference in and form an integral part of this Agreement. 

29.12 Representation.  By executing this Agreement, the Supplier represents that it has carefully 
examined this Agreement, acquainted itself with all conditions relevant to the Services 
including the site conditions at the Premises, made all evaluations and investigations necessary 
for a full understanding of any difficulties which may be encountered in performing the 
Services, and been given the opportunity to receive independent legal advice.  The Supplier 
further acknowledges that this Agreement is sufficient for the proper and complete execution 
of the Services. 

29.13 Set-Off.  The City may at its option, withhold and set-off against any amount owing to the 
Supplier (whether under this Agreement or otherwise) any amounts payable by the Supplier to 
the City (whether under this Agreement or otherwise) and the amount of any damages suffered 
or claims made or to be made by the City as a result of any other claim it may have against the 
Supplier, whether such claim is at law or in equity or tort or on any other basis. 
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29.14 Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which 
will constitute an original and together will constitute one and the same Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement has been executed as of the day and year first above written by 
and on behalf of the parties by their duly authorized officers. 

CITY OF VANCOUVER, 
by its Authorized Signatory(ies) 
 
 
       
Director of Legal Services 
 
 
       
Director of Facilities and Design Management 
 
 
[INSERT FULL LEGAL NAME OF CONTRACTOR] 
By its Authorized Signatory(ies)  
 
 
       
Authorized Signatory 
 
 
       
Authorized Signatory 

 

This Agreement has been authorized by a resolution of Vancouver City Council dated [INSERT DATE] 

 



 

SCHEDULE A 

SERVICES 

 

Without limiting the Supplier’s obligations under the Agreement, the Supplier will provide the Services 
set out in this Schedule A during the Term: 

1. Pre-Delivery Services 

The Supplier will perform the following Services (the “Pre-Delivery Services”): 

(a) Shop Drawings and Product Literature 

Prior to the City placing an order for any Products, the Supplier will deliver shop 
drawings, product literature and such other documentation that the City may require 
to confirm that each Product meets the Product Specifications.  The review of such 
documentation by the City will be to confirm conformity with the Product 
Specifications and such review will not relieve the Supplier of responsibility for errors 
or omissions in such documentation or to deliver the Products in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Contract Documents including the Product Specifications. 

(b) Samples 

The Supplier will deliver a samples of items requested to the City by such date to allow 
for adequate review time without impeding the project delivery and installation 
schedule which meets the Product Specifications, for the City to test and approve prior 
to placing an order for all of the sampled items required for the Premises.   

If the samples do not meet the Product Specifications and the City determines that the 
Supplier can rectify the problem without delaying the Project schedule then the 
Supplier will rectify the problem and deliver to the City a sample which meets the 
Product Specifications.  Under no circumstances will the additional time granted to the 
Supplier pursuant to this Section affect the Supplier’s obligation to meet the deadlines 
set out in Section 8 of the Agreement. 

If the samples do not meet the Product Specifications and the City determines in its 
sole discretion that the Supplier is not capable of rectifying the problem then the City 
will be entitled to purchase these sampled items from another supplier pursuant to 
Section 12.1 of the Agreement or terminate the Agreement pursuant to 23.1(b) of the 
Agreement. 

(c) Site Meetings 

The Supplier will attend site meetings at the Premises or at another location requested 
by the City as requested by the City in order to follow the progress of the Project.  The 
City anticipates that the Supplier will be required to attend at least two meetings per 
calendar month between the Effective Date and the Delivery Date.   

(d) Storage 

If the City is not ready for the Supplier to deliver and commence installation of the 
Products on the Delivery Date then the Supplier will store the Products at the 
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Supplier’s Facility, or a comparable facility, at the Supplier’s cost, until the City 
notifies the Supplier that it may commence delivery and installation of the Product. 

2. Delivery and Installation Services 

The Supplier will perform the following Services (the “Installation and Delivery Services”):  

(a) Delivery 

The Supplier will deliver the Products to the Premises commencing on the Delivery 
Date.  The Supplier will unload and temporarily store the Products as directed by the 
City. 

(b) Installation 

The Supplier will: 

(i) install all Products and components thereof in a good and workmanlike manner, 
in accordance with industry best practices, the Manufacturer’s 
recommendations and the Product Specifications; 

(ii) install the Products in accordance with the drawings and plans provided by the 
City and in accordance with the directions of the City’s Project Manager; 

(iii) inspect and test all Products and components thereof to ensure that they 
operate as intended; 

(iv) replace any broken, scratched, disfigured or inoperable components; 

(v) remove all labels, packaging and protective materials unless still required to 
protect Products; 

(vi) thoroughly clean and remove any stains spots or marks from all Products and 
components thereof and clean-up any dirt, dust or debris brought into the 
Premises by the Supplier or its Subcontractors; and 

(vii) repair any damage whatsoever including wear and tear to the Premises which is 
caused by the Supplier or its Subcontractors. 

(c) Temporary Products 

If the Supplier is unable to deliver and install any Products to meet the deadlines set 
out in Section 8 of the Agreement then, without limiting the City’s rights under Section 
12.1 or 23.1(b) of the Agreement, the City may require the Supplier to provide 
temporary products (the “Temporary Products”) at no cost to the City in order to 
enable the City to commence operations at the Premises.  Under no circumstances will 
the delivery of Temporary Products by the Supplier relieve it of its obligations under 
this Agreement, including the obligation to deliver and install Products which meet the 
Products Specifications.  Where following the delivery of Temporary Products by the 
Supplier the City determines, acting reasonably, that the Supplier will not be able to 
deliver and install Products which meet the Product Specifications, the City may 
immediately exercise its rights under Section 12.1 or 23.1(b) of the Agreement. 
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(d) Clean-Up 

The Supplier will clean-up all dust, dirt, debris left in the Premises by the Supplier or 
its Subcontractors and leave the Premises in a condition acceptable to the City. 

(e) Disposal and Recycling 

The Supplier will remove from the Premises all debris, waste or packaging generated by 
the performance of the Services by the Supplier and will recycle all materials which are 
capable of being recycled.  The Contractor will dispose of any materials which cannot 
be recycled in accordance with Applicable Laws. 

(f) Demonstration and Acceptance by City 

Upon completion of the Services set out in subsection (b) above, the Supplier will 
provide the City’s Project Manager or other designated City personnel with a 
demonstration of the operation of each Products supplied and installed by the Supplier 
and make any adjustments required by the City.  If the City determines that any 
Product does not meet the Product Specifications, does not operate in accordance with 
the Manufacturer’s specifications or is damaged in any way then the Supplier will take 
whatever steps are required to rectify the situation including, if necessary, replacing 
the Products. 

(g) Manuals and Warranty Documentation 

The Supplier will deliver all manuals, brochures and warranty documentation to the 
City’s Project Manager on or before the date that the Supplier provides a 
demonstration of the Products pursuant to subsection (f) above. 

(h) Training 

The Supplier will provide the City’s Project Manager or other designated City personnel 
with training on the proper use and care of all Products.  The training will include 
instruction on operation, care, cleaning and preventative maintenance. 

(i) Warranty Services 

The Supplier will provide warranty service to the City on each Product supplied by the 
Supplier in accordance with the warranty terms and conditions specified by the City. 



 

SCHEDULE B 

PRICING 

[INSERT SCHEDULE - SEE ATTACHED] 
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APPENDIX 1 

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE 

[INSERT SCHEDULE - SEE ATTACHED] 
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APPENDIX 2  

WORKSAFEBC CLEARANCE LETTERS 

[INSERT SCHEDULE - SEE ATTACHED] 
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 Appendix  2  

   

SSeeccttiioonn  22  tthhrroouugghh  88  ––  ttoo  bbee  ccoommpplleetteedd  aanndd  eexxeeccuutteedd  bbyy  tthhee  IInnssuurreerr  oorr  iittss  AAuutthhoorriizzeedd  RReepprreesseennttaattiivvee  
 

1. THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED TO: City of Vancouver, 453 W 12th Avenue, Vancouver, BC, V5Y 1V4  
and certifies that the insurance policy (policies) as listed herein has/have been issued to the Named Insured and is/are in 
full force and effect. 
 
NAMED INSURED (must be the same name as the proponent/bidder and is either an individual or a legally  

   incorporated company)                                                                                                                                                           
2.  

       
BUSINESS TRADE NAME or DOING BUSINESS AS 
 
 

       
BUSINESS ADDRESS 
 

       
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
 
 

       
 

 

3. PROPERTY INSURANCE (All Risks Coverage including Earthquake and Flood)   

INSURER        Insured Values (Replacement Cost) - 
 

TYPE OF COVERAGE        Building and Tenants’ Improvements $        
 

POLICY NUMBER        Contents and Equipment $        
 

POLICY PERIOD From        to        Deductible Per Loss $        
 

 

4. COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE (Occurrence Form) 
Including the following extensions: INSURER        
√ Personal Injury POLICY NUMBER        
√ Property Damage including Loss of Use POLICY PERIOD From        to        
√ Products and Completed Operations Limits of Liability (Bodily Injury and Property Damage Inclusive) - 
√ Cross Liability or Severability of Interest Per Occurrence $        
√ Employees as Additional Insureds Aggregate $        
√ Blanket Contractual Liability All Risk Tenants’ Legal Liability $        
√ Non-Owned Auto Liability Deductible Per Occurrence $        
 

 

5. AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE for operation of owned and/or leased vehicles   
INSURER        Limits of Liability - 
POLICY NUMBER        Combined Single Limit $        
POLICY PERIOD From        to        If vehicles are insured by ICBC, complete and provide Form APV-47. 
 

 

6.  UMBRELLA OR  EXCESS LIABILITY INSURANCE Limits of Liability (Bodily Injury and Property Damage Inclusive) - 
INSURER        Per Occurrence $        
POLICY NUMBER        Aggregate $        
POLICY PERIOD From        to        Self-Insured Retention $        
 

 

7. PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE Limits of Liability 
INSURER        Per Occurrence/Claim $        
 

POLICY NUMBER        Aggregate $        
 

POLICY PERIOD From        to        Deductible Per $        
                                                                                               Occurrence/Claim 
If the policy is in a “CLAIMS MADE” form, please specify the applicable Retroactive Date:       

 

8. OTHER INSURANCE 
TYPE OF INSURANCE        Limits of Liability 
INSURER        Per Occurrence $        
POLICY NUMBER        Aggregate $        
POLICY PERIOD From        to        Deductible Per Loss $        
 

TYPE OF INSURANCE        Limits of Liability 
INSURER        Per Occurrence $        
POLICY NUMBER        Aggregate $        

 

POLICY PERIOD From        to        Deductible Per Loss $        
 

 

 

SIGNED BY THE INSURER OR ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 
 
  Dated        
PRINT NAME OF INSURER OR ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER 
 
 

           
 

CERTIFICATE OF EXISTING INSURANCE 
TO BE COMPLETED AND APPENDED TO THE PROPOSAL/TENDER 

PS10018
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 GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE 

 
 

SSeeccttiioonn  88  bb))  ––  CCiittyy  ssttaaffff  ttoo  sseelleecctt  tthhee  rreeqquuiirreedd  ##  ooff  ddaayyss  WWrriitttteenn  NNoottiiccee  bbeeffoorree  sseennddiinngg  tthhee  cceerrttiiffiiccaattee  oouutt  ffoorr  ccoommpplleettiioonn  
SSeeccttiioonn  22  tthhrroouugghh  88  ––  ttoo  bbee  ccoommpplleetteedd  aanndd  eexxeeccuutteedd  bbyy  tthhee  IInnssuurreerr  oorr  iittss  AAuutthhoorriizzeedd  RReepprreesseennttaattiivvee  

 

1. THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED TO: City of Vancouver, 453 W 12th Avenue, Vancouver, BC, V5Y 1V4  
and certifies that the insurance policies as listed herein have been issued to the Named Insured(s) and are in full force and effect as of the 
effective date of the agreement described below. 
 
 

2. NAMED INSURED: [must be the same name as the Permittee/Licensee or Party(ies) to Contract and is/are either an individual(s) or a legally  
incorporated company(ies)] 

 

       
MAILING ADDRESS: 
 

       
LOCATION ADDRESS: 
 

       
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION, CONTRACT, AGREEMENT, LEASE, PERMIT OR LICENSE: 
 

       
 

 

3. PROPERTY INSURANCE naming the City of Vancouver as a Named Insured and/or Loss Payee with respect to its interests and shall contain a 
waiver clause in favour of the City of Vancouver. 
(All Risks Coverage including Earthquake and Flood)                    INSURED VALUES:  (Replacement Cost) 

 

INSURER:       Building and Tenants’ Improvements: $        
 

TYPE OF COVERAGE:        Contents and Equipment: $        
 

POLICY NUMBER:        Deductible Per Loss: $        
 

POLICY PERIOD: From        to                           
 

 

4. COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE (Occurrence Form) 
Including the following extensions: LIMITS OF LIABILITY:  (Bodily Injury and Property Damage Inclusive) 
√ Personal Injury  
√ Products and Completed Operations Per Occurrence: $        
√ Cross Liability or Severability of Interest  
√ Employees as Additional Insureds Aggregate: $        
√ Blanket Contractual Liability  
√ Non-Owned Auto Liability All Risk Tenants’ Legal Liability: $        

 

INSURER:         
 

POLICY NUMBER:        Deductible Per Occurrence: $        
 

POLICY PERIOD: From        to        
 

 

5. AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE for operation of owned and/or leased vehicles  
 

INSURER:        LIMITS OF LIABILITY: 
 

POLICY NUMBER:         Combined Single Limit: $        
 

POLICY PERIOD: From        to        If vehicles are insured by ICBC, complete and provide Form APV-47. 
 

 

6.  UMBRELLA OR  EXCESS LIABILITY INSURANCE LIMITS OF LIABILITY:  (Bodily Injury and Property Damage Inclusive)  
 

INSURER:        Per Occurrence: $        
 

POLICY NUMBER:        Aggregate: $        
 

POLICY PERIOD: From        to        Self-Insured Retention: $        
 

 

7. OTHER INSURANCE (e.g. Boiler & Machinery, Business Interruption, Crime, etc.) – Please specify Name of Insurer(s), Policy Number, Policy 
Period, and Limit 

 
 

       
  
 

8. POLICY PROVISIONS: 
Where required by the governing contract, agreement, lease, permit or license, it is understood and agreed that: 
a) The City of Vancouver, and its Board of Parks and Recreation, the Vancouver Police Board, Vancouver Public Library and their officials, 

officers, employees, servants and agents have been added as Additional Insureds with respect to liability arising out of the operation of 
the Named Insured pursuant to the governing contract, agreement, lease, permit or license; 

b) SIXTY (60)  days written notice of cancellation or material change resulting in reduction of coverage with respect to any of the policies 
listed herein, either in part or in whole, will be given by the Insurer(s) to the Holder of this Certificate; the exception is cancellation for 
non-payment of premiums in which case the applicable statutory conditions will apply; 

c) The insurance policy (policies) listed herein shall be primary with respect to all claims arising out of the operation of the Named Insured.   
Any insurance or self-insurance maintained by the City of Vancouver shall be in excess of this insurance and shall not contribute to it.  

 

 

SIGNED BY THE INSURER OR ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 
 
  Dated:        
PRINT NAME OF INSURER OR ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER 
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. PS10018 
THE SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF JANITORIAL AND CLEANING SUPPLIES 

APPENDIX 4 – DELIVERY LOCATIONS 
 

 
RFP PS10018  July 21, 2010 

The City of Vancouver locations encompassing the service requirements within this RFP are 
listed in the tables below.  Locations may be added or deleted as deemed necessary 
throughout the Contract term. 
 
Building Services: 
 

 
Facility 

 

 
Delivery Locations 

 
Library Square 
 

 
350 West Georgia Street 

 
Gathering Place 
 

 
609 Helmcken Street 

 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre 
 

 
649 Cambie Street 

 
Orpheum Theatre 
 

 
865 Seymour Street 

 
New Public Safety Building (VANOC) 
 

 
1570 Kootenay/3585 Gravely Street 

 
Public Safety Building 
 

 
312 Main Street 

 
Police Department 
 

 
2120 Cambie Street 

 
Police Department – Support Building 
 

 
5 East 8th Avenue 

 
Police Department – Spyglass Kiosk 
 

 
1850 Spyglass Place 

 
Police Department – Waterfront 
 

 
209 Waterfront Street 

 
Police Department – Dog Squad 
 

 
755 Evans Street 

 
Antoinette Residence 
 

 
535 East Cordova Street 

 
Roddan Lodge 
 
 

 
124 Dunlevy Street 
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Oppenheimer Residence 

 
450 East Cordova Street 
 

  
Alexander Residence 
 

 
42 East Cordova Street 

 
Central Residence 
 

 
42 East Cordova Street 

 
Gresham Residence 
 

 
716 Smithe Street 

 
Old Continental 
 

 
1390 Granville Street 

 
New Continental 
 

 
1067 Seymour Street 

 
Granville Residence 
 

 
1261 Granville Street 

 
Evelyne Saller Center 
 

 
320 Alexander Street 

 
Gathering Place 
 

 
609 Helmcken Street 

 
Carnegie Center 
 

 
401 Main Street 

 
City Hall 
 

 
2675 Yukon Street 

 
City Hall East Wing 
 

 
2675 Yukon Street 

 
VanCity Building 
 

 
2675 Yukon Street 

 
456 West Broadway 
 

 
2675 Yukon Street 

 
450 West Broadway 
 

 
2675 Yukon Street 

 
Fire Hall #1 
 
 

 
900 Heatley Street 
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Vancouver Art Gallery 
 

 
750 Hornby Street 

 
HR MacMillan Planetarium 

 
1100 Chestnut Street 

 
Vancouver Maritime Museum 
 

 
1100 Chestnut Street 

 
City Archives 
 

 
1100 Chestnut Street 

 
#1 Kingsway 
 

 
1 Kingsway Street 

 
Tactical Training Centre 
 

 
2010 Glen Drive 

 
Firehalls: 
 

 
Firehall Number 

 

 
Delivery Locations 

 
#1 – Strathcona 
 

 
900 Heatley Avenue 

 
#2 – Downtown Eastside 
 

 
199 Main Street 

 
#3 – Mount Pleasant 
 

 
2801 Quebec Street 

 
#4 – Fairview 
 

 
475 West 10th Avenue 

 
#5 – Champlain 
 

 
3090 East 54th Avenue 

 
#6 – West End 
 

 
1001 Nicola Street 

 
#7 – Downtown 
 

 
1090 Haro Street 

 
#8 – Yale Town 
 
 
 

 
893 Hamilton Street 
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#9 – Grandview/Woodland 

 
1805 Victoria Drive 
 

 
#10 – University 
 

 
2992 Wesbrook Mall 

 
#12 – Kitsilano 
 

 
2460 Balaclava Street 

 
#13 – Riley Park 
 

 
790 East 24th Avenue 

 
#14 – Hastings Sunrise 
 

 
2804 Venables Street 

 
#15 – Temporary 
 

 
2951 Nanaimo  

 
#17 – Fraserview 
 

 
7070 Knight Street 

 
#18 – Shaughnessy 
 

 
1375 West 38th Avenue 

 
#19 – West Point Grey 
 

 
4396 West 12th Avenue 

 
#20 – Victoria 
 

 
5402 Victoria Drive 

 
#21 – Kerrisdale 
 

 
5425 Carnarvon Street 

 
#22 – Marpole 
 

 
1005 West 59th Avenue 

 
Firehall Training Centre 
 

 
1353 Chess Street 

 
Engineering Equipment Stores: 
 
 
Equipment Stores 
 

 
250 West 70th Avenue 

 
National Garage Stores 
 
 

 
701 National Avenue 
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Burns Bog Garage Stores 
 

 
5400 72nd Street, Delta 

 
Parks Board: 
 
 
Evans Yard 
 

 
955 Evans Avenue 

 
 
Central Stores: 
 
 
Central Stores 
 

 
250 West 70th Avenue 

 
Yards Office: 
 
 
Kent Yard 
 

 
900 Kent Avenue South East 

 
Comfort Station #1 
 

 
Main and Hastings 

 
Comfort Station #2 
 

 
Hamilton and Hastings 

 
Vancouver Public Library: 
 
 
Central Library 
 

 
350 West Georgia Street 
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Purpose: This document is designed to identify where suppliers are going above the minimum standards in the Supplier Code of Conduct and are 
demonstrating sustainability leadership in their own operations as part of the evaluation criteria of a bid process. 
 
As part of the City’s corporate Purchasing Policy and related Supplier Code of Conduct, all City vendors must meet minimum requirements 
related to ethical, social and environmental standards.  Beyond these basic requirements, the City would also like to reward vendors that are 
demonstrating leadership and innovation in sustainability.  In order to be able to do so, the City requires that all suppliers bidding on a City 
contract answer the following questions.  The answers to the questionnaire will be evaluated as part of the bid evaluation process.   
You will need to be able to verify all your answers to the City upon request.  Please keep in mind that these questions relate to your company’s 
internal operations and overall sustainability leadership. 
 

Section 1: Fair Workplace Practices 
1. Does your company know the locations of 100% of the facilities that produce your products?   Yes   No 

 
2. Does your company have a documented Supplier Code of Conduct or policy that sets internationally 
recognized minimum labour standards that you expect your suppliers to meet when manufacturing 
your products?   
 

 Yes      No 

3. Tell us how your company verifies compliance to the standards in the Supplier Code of Conduct and/or Purchasing Policy. 
 
a) We conduct third party audits of factories we work with     Yes      No 
b)We conduct internal audits of our supply chain and work with our supply base to resolve issues   Yes   No 
c) We publicly disclose the names and locations of our factories   Yes      No 
d) We rely on a complaint‐based system to identify supplier non‐compliance   Yes   No 
4. Tell us which memberships you hold with organizations that work to promote fair and reasonable employment conditions for workers.  

 
a) We are a member of Fair Labour Association or Social Accountability International or Worker’s Rights 
Consortium 

 Yes   No 

b) We are a member of Fair Factories Clearinghouse or Sedex     Yes   No 
c) We are a member of another organization that promotes fair and reasonable employment conditions  Please specify______________________ 
 
Section 2: Workplace Health & Safety, Wage Rates and Diversity 
5. Tell us how your company works to promote workplace health and safety.  

http://www.fairlabor.org/
http://www.ethicmatch.com/docs/training_audit_SA/SA_docs/SAIOverview.pdf
http://www.workersrights.org/
http://www.workersrights.org/
http://www.fairfactories.org/
http://www.sedex.org.uk/
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a) We have a documented Health & Safety Policy and Program that is openly endorsed by senior 
management and is updated on an annual basis 

 Yes   No 

b) We have a Health & Safety Manual that includes safe work procedures, incident investigation process 
with the intent of prevention, workplace inspection process and emergency preparedness and response.  

 Yes   No 

c) We conduct hazard assessments and job task‐specific health & safety training on an annual basis   Yes   No 
d) We are registered with one or more of these Safety Management Systems/Programs:  
OHSAS 18001   Yes   No 
CAN/CSA Z1000   Yes   No 
ANSI Z10   Yes   No 
e) We have a system registered, certified or recognized by another standard  Please specify_______________________ 
f) We adhere to one or more of the ILO health and safety resolutions   Yes   No 
g) We have a non‐registered audited health and safety management system   Yes   No 
6. Tell us how you ensure fair wages and employee benefits 
 
a) We pay all of our staff a minimum wage that meets the regional LICO (See 
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75f0002m/2009002/tbl/tbl‐2‐eng.htm for wage amounts)  

 Yes   No 

b) We pay benefits to all of our full‐time employees   Yes   No 
7. Tell us about your strategy to address diversity in your workplace. 
 
a) We have a policy or strategy to support hiring a diverse workforce   Yes   No 
b) We have a policy or strategy to purchase from diverse contractors / suppliers    Yes   No 
c) We participate in work/employment training programs for vulnerable/diverse populations (e.g. Social 
purchasing portal) 

 Yes  
Please specify 

 No  

 
Section 3: Environmental Management & Stewardship 
8. Tell us what policies and programs your company has in place to manage its environmental impact. 
 
a) We have a documented Environmental or Sustainability Policy   Yes   No 
b) We have an environmental management system registered to ISO 14001   Yes   No 
c) We have a system registered, certified or recognized by another standard (e.g. EMAS) 
Please specify ___________________________ 

 Yes   No 
 

d) We have a non‐registered audited environmental management system      Yes   No 

Page 2 of 4 
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 Provid

 Yes e) We conduct compliance audits to health, safety and environmental legislation   No 
f) We produce a publicly available annual environmental, CSR, sustainability or accountability report   Yes   No 
9. Tell us how your company works to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.  

 
a) We measure our GHG emissions and have developed a reduction strategy   Yes   No 
b) We publicly report our GHG emissions  
 

 Yes   No 

c) We have set publicly available GHG reduction targets   Yes   No 
d) We have set a target for the use of renewable or alternative forms of energy and have developed a strategy 
to reach this target 

 Yes   No 

e) We have retrofitted our facilities, our fleet and/or made process improvements to decrease GHG emissions 
and energy use. 

 Yes   No 

f) We have an alternative transportation program for employees (e.g. public transit subsidy, cycling facilities, 
carpooling program) 

 Yes   No 

g) We purchase from shipping/delivery companies that have taken steps to reduce their GHG emissions.   Yes   No 
h)  We operate in third party verified green buildings and have developed a plan to meet third party verified 
standards (such as LEED, BREEAM, etc) in as many of our facilities as possible.   
Please specify the verification system :   

 Yes   No 

10. Tell us how your company works to reduce waste in its daily operations. 
 
a) We conduct regular audits to measure the total amount of solid waste generated by our facilities and have 
a waste reduction strategy 

 Yes   No 

b) We have set publicly available waste reduction targets   Yes   No 
c) We have an office recycling program that includes office paper, beverage containers, batteries and printer 
cartridges 

 Yes   No 

d) We have other recycling programs in our operations 
Please specify additional materials recycled: 

 Yes 
 

 No 
 

11.    Tell us how your company works to reduce the use of toxins and properly manage hazardous substances
 

   

a)  We are not in violation with any local, national or international laws related to the use of toxins and 
management of hazardous substances 

 Yes   No 

d)  We have a Toxic Reduction Strategy/Policy that aims to reduce toxins across all operations    Yes   No 
e)  We measure the implementation of our Toxic Reduction Strategy/Policy against a pre‐determined set of 

performance metrics and verify performance with a third‐party 
 Yes   No 
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Back‐up Documentation to Verify Responses 
The City reserves the right to verify responses on this questionnaire and may request some or all of the following documentation. 

Section  Question  Back‐up Documentation 
Question 1  • Location details of factory locations 
Question 2  • A copy of Supplier Code of Conduct or policy 
Question 3  • A copy of third‐party audit reports  

• A list of publicly disclosed factories 

Section 1  
Fair Workplace Practices 

Question 4  • Proof of membership 
Question 5  • A copy of policy 

• Proof of safety management system certification 
Question 6  • Documentation of employee benefit packages and a list of those 

who receive benefits 

Section 2 
Workplace Health and Safety 

Question 7  • A copy of policies  
Question 8  • A copy of policy 

• Proof of environmental management system certification 
• A copy of public report 

Question 9  • Copy of public report 
• A copy of reduction targets and related results 
• Proof of LEED, BEEAMA, etc. certification 

Question 10  • Total tonnes of solid waste generated 
• A copy of reduction targets 

Section 3 
Environmental Management 
and Stewardship 

Question 11 
 

• Copy of strategy/policy 
• A copy of reduction targets and related results 
• Copy of third‐party audit/verification 
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Purpose:  All suppliers are to complete and submit this form with proposals to demonstrate 
compliance with the Supplier Code of Conduct. 

 
The City of Vancouver expects each supplier of goods and services to the City to comply with 
the City’s Supplier Code of Conduct (SCC) <http://vancouver.ca/policy_pdf/AF01401P1.pdf>.  
The SCC defines minimum social standards for City suppliers and their subcontractors based 
on the International Labour Organization (ILO) core labour conventions and compliance with 
national and other applicable law of the country of manufacture of products including those laws 
relating to labour, worker health and safety, and the environment.   
  
Proponents/vendors must comply with these standards upon submitting a proposal or quotation 
to the City, or have a plan in place to comply within a specific period of time.  The City reserves 
the right to determine an appropriate timeframe in which proponents/vendors must come into 
compliance with the SCC.  To give effect to this requirement, an authorised signatory of the 
undersigned proponent/vendor must complete the following declaration and include this 
declaration with their submission/quotation: 
 
“As an authorised signatory of <insert proponent/vendor name>, I declare that to the best of my 
knowledge, <insert proponent/vendor name> and our sub-contractors have not been and are 
not currently in violation of the SCC or convicted of an offence under national and other 
applicable laws of the country of manufacture, other than as noted in the table below (include all 
violations/convictions that have occurred in the past three years as well as plans for corrective 
action). 
 
Section of SCC, Title 
of ILO 
convention/national 
law or other 

Date of 
violation 
/conviction 

Description of 
violation 
/conviction 

Regulatory/ 
adjudication body 
and document file 
number 

Corrective 
action plan 

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
I understand that a false declaration and/or lack of a corrective action plan may result in 
disqualification of <insert proponent/vendor name>’s submission/quotation.”   
 
__________________________________________ 
Corporate Name of Applicant 
 
_______________________________ _____________________________________ 
Name and Title of Authorised Signatory   Signature  
 
__________________________________________ 
Date 

   

http://vancouver.ca/policy_pdf/AF01401P1.pdf
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